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Abstract 

Smith, R. E., D. L. Chery, Jr., K. G. Renard, and W. R. 
Gwinn. 1981. Supercritical flow flumes for measuring sedi
ment-laden flow. U.S. Department of Agriculture Technical 
Bulletin No. 16SS, 72 p., illus. 

A general type of supercritical flow flume has been developed 
over many years of experience and testing in discharge mea
surements at the Walnut Gulch experimental watershed, 
Tombstone, Ariz. The design and experience with the original 
type flume, called the Walnut Gulch flume, is discussed and 
its features and application difficulties are described. Methods 
have been developed to analyze flows that exhibited lateral 
asymmetry in cross sectional profile, and porous dikes have 
been developed to considerably reduce asymmetry in the 
alluvial approach section to these flumes. Rating relations 
have been developed by both experimental and theoretical 
means. The experience with the Walnut Gulch flumes has led 
to an improved design of supercritical flume, called the Santa 
Rita flume. The Santa Rita flume design is presented in 
several sizes, along with a discussion of design requirements 
for stilling well intakes to minimize sediment inundation, 
record lag interpretation, and construction methods. 

Keywords: Open channel, flow, flume, stilling well, sediment 
transport, measurement, supercritical, alluvial, sonar, pressure 
transducer, instrumentation, design, intake. 
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Symbol Description Units Symbol Description Units 
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Supercritical Flow Flumes for 
Measuring Sediment-Laden Flow 
By R. E. Smith, D. L. Chery, Jr., K. G. Renard, 
and W. R. Gwinn1 

Introduction 

This publication describes a general type of flume particularly 
suited for measuring discharge in streams with high velocities 
and high sediment concentrations. This kind of flow is com
mon in many areas where runoff results from high-intensity 
rainstorms and the channels have a steep gradient (0.5 to 2.0 
percent) and alluvial bed. This situation is common in the 
American West and Southwest, northern Mexico, certain 
areas of Australia, North Africa, the Middle East, and arid 
areas of Asia. Often, the regional ground water level lies con
siderably below the channel surface and, consequently, there 
is no base flow. 

The laboratory and field experience involved in developing 
and evaluating the original flume, called the Walnut Gulch 
flume, is described here. In addition, we present an improved 
supercritical flume design that grew out of this experience and 
several typical designs covering a wide range of flows. 

HydrauHc Classification of Flumes 

To measure water discharge in an open channel, we apply our 
knowledge of the distribution of the energy of flowing water. 
For accurate measurements, we also need a location where 
hydraulic control exists. Hydraulic control occurs when a 
local flow condition exists such that the relation between dis
charge and depth is reasonably independent of changes in 
upstream or downstream conditions. 

Flowing water has both potential and kinetic energy. When 
the total energy for a given discharge is minimum, critical 
flow is said to occur. Velocities greater than critical flow 
velocity, and therefore having a higher proportion of kinetic 
energy, define supercritical flow. Conversely, velocity lower 
than critical occurs in subcritical flow. Most discharge mea
suring structures in open channel flow depend on the fact that 
a contraction can cause subcritical flow to accelerate through 
critical flow. This constitutes a form of hydraulic control, and 
the known relation between kinetic and potential energy is 
then used to derive a presumed invariant relationship between 
flowing water depth and discharge. This relationship is the 
structure's rating. 

1 Research hydraulic engineers, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture: Smith is at the Engineering Research 
Center in Fort Collins, Colo.; Chery was formerly with the 
Southeast Watershed Research Program in Athens, Ga.; Renard is at 
the Southwest Rangeland Watershed Research Center in Thcson, 
Ariz.; and Gwinn is at the Water Conservation Structures Laboratory 
in Stillwater, Okla. 

Most open channel flow is subcritical, whether in canals or 
natural streams, with velocities well below critical, and flumes 
are usually designed to measure depth upstream of a contrac
tion where critical flow is caused to occur. 

High natural velocities and sediment concentrations in many 
locations prohibit the use of ordinary subcritical flow (often 
referred to as critical depth) flumes because these flumes 
require such low approach velocities that sediment is 
deposited. The deposited sediment causes a shift in the rating 
or a loss of hydraulic control. 

The flumes described in this report have been developed to 
provide flow measurement for conditions of heavy sediment 
load where ordinary flumes do not perform satisfactorily. 
Such adverse conditions often coincide with situations of criti
cal hydrologic interest. This may be the case when ephemeral 
flow represents a scarce water resource or when flash floods 
in otherwise dry channels are potentially damaging to local 
agriculture. 

Hydrologic Properties of Ephemeral Alluvial Streams 

The supercritical flumes discussed in this publication have 
application in a wide variety of hydrologic conditions, but 
measurement of ephemeral flows is a major one. Therefore, a 
summary of the peculiar hydraulic problems of this type of 
hydrology is presented. Ephemeral streamflow in alluvial 
channels usually originates in the uplands where slopes are 
relatively steep. Streamflow velocities are therefore typically 
high. 

Closely related to the occasional flow and steepness of slope 
is a typically high sediment load. Were these streams to flow 
more or less continuously, erosion processes would quickly 
develop a meandering, mild slope stream with the finer material 
flushed from the basin. Ephemeral flows are characterized by 
an imbalance between sediment load and carrying capacity, and 
often carry a large volume of sediment. Under these circum
stances, the sedimentation processes are almost never in equilib
rium and are either eroding or depositing sediment at any point 
along the stream. Ephemeral flow implies rapidly changing 
discharge so that the interrelated hydraulic processes of flow, 
bed forms, and sediment concentration are truly dynamic. 

In channel networks, other factors complicate these dynamics. 
The movement and spatial variability of runoff-producing 
storms, as well as topography, cause surface runoff to enter 
the channel network at different times at different places. The 
convergence of these time-displaced hydrographs determines 
the pattern of flow at any given point along the channel. The 
sediment load in the water entering an ephemeral stream at 
any point affects the amount of alluvial materials picked up 
from the channel bed. If the sediment load of water entering 
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the channel is high, the channel may aggrade locally; how
ever, if the sediment load is low, the channel can degrade 
extensively, depending on the armoring action of bed materials. 

The effect of the local flow history on (a) the nature of the 
alluvial material at the beginning of any flow event and (b) 
the channel shape complicates the interrelation between flow 
and sediment. A larger, longer flow event will leave the channel 
in a different condition than would a series of smaller flows; 
it will leave different materials at the surface and will shape a 
different longitudinal and lateral channel configuration. 

Problems of measuring the discharge in ephemeral streams are 
derived primarily from (a) the high velocities, (b) the sediment
carrying capacity of high velocities, and (c) temporal varia
tions of the streambed shape and local flow direction, result
ing from the ephemeral nature of the watershed. 

Accurate flow measurement requires a flume that causes 
repeatable hydraulic conditions defining a unique predesigned 
relation between the flow depth and the discharge at some 
measuring point (or points). This means that the flume must 
exercise hydraulic control for a large range of upstream and 
downstream conditions. Most importantly, where there are 
heavy sediment loads, flumes cannot provide hydraulic con
trol by reducing the velocity because the sediment load will 
likely deposit in the flume throat and hydraulic control will be 
lost. Flumes for these condtions must be designed with some 
understanding of the dynamic nature of the alluvial bed, the 
sediment load, and hydraulic parameters. 

Failure to account for large sediment loads, for example, has 
caused severe measurement problems on very small watersheds 
in New Mexico and Arizona where weirs were installed to 
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measure flow. Sediment quickly filled the upstream ponds and 
depositional bars covered some weirs, destroying the control 
and severely reducing their effectiveness as measuring struc
tures. This condition is illustrated in figure 1. This is a small 
watershed measuring station near Safford, Ariz. A weir causes 
hydraulic control by reducing the upstream kinetic energy to a 
negligible value, creating a pond of tranquil flow. The head 
measurement at a point above the weir is then an indication 
of the total specific energy involved (that is, there is no ap
preciable velocity head). The severe deceleration of flowing 
water makes a weir a very effective sediment trap, and, 
therefore, inappropriate where sediment load is high. 

Many watershed research locations in the United States have 
used broadcrested V-notch weirs (developed by the Soil Con
servation Service) to measure runoff, and found that contin
uous maintenance is required to remove sediment deposited in 
the pond above the weir. Figure 1 illustrates the type of wide 
deposition bar typical of stable conditions at these weirs. 

The broad-crested V-notch weir may be used in channels that 
do not form a true tranquil pond above the weir. Rating data 
for these weirs are presented in USDA Agriculture Handbook 
224 (USDA 1979), 2 including corrections for upstream velocity 
at the measuring point. This correction is valid for a limited 
range of velocities and assumes the weir notch elevation to be 
above the channel bottom elevation. 

2The year in italic, when it follows the author's name, refers to 
Literature Cited, p. 39. 

FIGURE 1.-V-notch concrete weir filled with bed-
load near Stafford, Ariz. BN-48648 



Recent field studies at the Walnut Gulch watershed and labor
atory experiments by Ruff et al. (1977) at the Hydraulics 
Laboratory at Colorado State University have quantified the 
effects of the deposition on the rating of the weir. Sometimes, 
the structure no longer acts as a weir but rather loses total 
control of the low to moderate flows. 

An experiment that demonstrated this was performed in the 
1.22-m (4-ft) wide tilting flume at the USDA Water Conserva
tion Laboratory, Tempe, Ariz. The 3:1 weir at Walnut Gulch 
location 63.113 was hydraulically modeled at a 1:5 scale. The 
prototype upstream bed had aggraded to near preinstallation 
grade of some 2 to 3 percent, with aggraded material just 
upstream of the weir some 3 em (0.10 ft) higher than the weir 
notch. At all but a limited range of flow, the weir acted more 
as a free overfall than as a hydraulic control. Figure 2 is a 
photograph of the model test after one experiment. Figure 3 
is a photograph of the prototype weir. Model deposition pat
terns were similar to those observed in the field. 

Work by Ruff et al. (1977) and field measurements at an 
experimental tandem-flume location (supercritical flume 
immediately below a sediment-filled weir) are shown in figures 
4 and S to illustrate the effect of sediment deposition on weir 
ratings. The standard ratings used in the comparisons of 
figures 4 and S include the velocity correction in USDA Agri
culture Handbook 224 (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1979) 
tables, based on the flow cross section area at the measuring 
point. In each of these cases, upstream channel slope was 
sufficiently mild to retain weir control at higher water levels 
where the narrowing effect of the V-notch could slow the 
flow and exert control. This was not the case, however, for 
the weir in figure 3 (Walnut Gulch Weir No. 63.113) where 
the upstream grade was so steep and the channel so narrow 
that essentially all control was lost. Obviously, the weir is not 
a suitable measuring device for these conditions. 

Another structure that has more potential than a weir for 
measuring sediment-laden flow in small channel applications 
is the venturi flume, designed for higher but still mild flow 
conditions. Although this flume has application where sedi
ment sizes and concentrations are relatively low, when used in 
ephemeral streams of southeast Arizona where considerable 
sediment moves as bedload, it failed to pass the sediment car
ried by the flow (fig. 6). In this example, sediment was 
deposited through the flume, including the throat where 
supercritical flow was designed to occur. In one experiment, 
turbulence-generating vanes were added in the approach sec
tion walls, but this still failed to prevent bottom sedimenta
tion in the flume. 

Such field observation clearly indicates the need for measur
ing flumes that will maintain a velocity sufficient to transport 
the sediment entrained in the flow. 

FIGURE 2.-Photograph looking downstream at 1:5 
model of Weir 63.113 a.t Walnut Gulch , after 
large simulated flow event. The weir exercises no 
control for lower flows as a result of alluvial filling. 

BN-48649 

FIGURE 3.-Weir location 63.113 at Walnut Gulch, 
near Tombstone, Ariz. The channel bed above the 
weir has achieved a new aggraded stable condition. BN-48650 
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FIGURE 6.-Sediment deposited in a venturi flume 
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Background and History 

Use of supercritical flow flumes for flow measurements in the 
field began at several places in the late 1950's. Between 1956 
and 1961, Colorado State University developed a supercritical 
flume for use by the Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Exper
iment Station at Beaver Creek, Ariz. The work was performed 
by Chamberlain (1957) and Robinson (1961). The flume 
developed is trapezoidal in cross section and is similar to a 
venturi flume, with a straight approach section, a rectilinear 
transition region, and a narrow throat section. Figure 7 illus
trates the flume geometry. Unlike venturi flumes, the Beaver 
Creek flume is sloped 5 percent longitudinally to induce 
supercritical flow. At lower flows, the flow is supercritical 
throughout, but flow in the approach section is subcritical at 
higher flows. These trapezoidal flumes were installed in the 
Beaver Creek watershed, and most are still in use. 

Several supercritical measuring flumes in Switzerland, of indi
vidually varying design, are described by Ree (1965). These 
are all long throated, 15 to 17 m (49.2 to 55.8 ft), with a 
complex cross section to concentrate low flows but provide 

,. ,. , 

Isometric View 

capacity for larger spring flows. Approach transitions are all 
quite short and slopes are relatively mild, 0.5 to 1.0 percent. 
The Swiss flumes were individually rated with current meters. 

The supercritical flumes discussed in this report were first 
developed in conjunction with hydrologic studies on water
sheds in southwest United States by the USDA Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS). Construction of flumes for flow 
measurement began in 1953 on the Walnut Gulch area near 
Tombstone, Ariz., and in 1954 on the upper Alamogordo 
Creek area near Santa Rosa, N. Mex. 

In the first effort at flow measurement at the Walnut Gulch 
watershed, five critical flow measuring stations were con
structed by July 1954. The first five flumes built at Walnut 
Gulch were simply smooth flow constrictions that contracted 
the flow sufficiently to cause critical flow at a smooth over
fall, but created some backwater. They measured runoff from 
the outlet of the 149-km2 (57.7-mi2) study area and from four 
interior subwatersheds, varying in size from 2.3 to 114 km2 

(0.88 to 43.9 mi2). 

End 

' 1.219 
_l 

Note: Dimensions Shown In Meters, Original Design In Dimensions of Feet, 1.0 m = 3. 28ft 

FIGURE 7.-Trapezoidal supercritical measuring 
flume for flow measurement on streams with steep 
slopes designed by Robinson (1961). 
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Figure 8 shows the structure at the Walnut Gulch outlet short
ly after its completion. Later that summer, the structure failed 
as. shown in figure 9. The failure occurred because it was (1) 
structurally inadequate to carry the weight of water involved, 
(2) hydrologically too small, and (3) hydraulically inadequate 
with resulting downstream scour undermining the concrete. 

By the end of 1954, the only original structure left intact was 
the flume on the 2.3-km2 (0.88-mi2) watershed. It had been 
seriously overtopped, however, and was replaced in 1967. The 
flume at the 22.3-km2 (8.61-mi2) watershed, called subwater-
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shed 5, has been extensively undermined and damaged below 
the critical section. A new supercritical flume was built down
stream in 1966. 

A structure similar to those described above at Walnut Gulch 
was built at the outlet of a 73.5-km2 (67-mi2) watershed at 
Alamogordo Creek. This structure remains intact today, 
although extensive repairs have been required to prevent the 
hydraulic jump at the lower edge of the flume from under
mining the structure. Sheet piling and large boulders have 
been anchored below the flume to protect against undercutting. 

FIGURE 8.-Critical flow flume originally installed 
for flow measurement at the Walnut Gulch Water
shed outlet, 1954. BN-48652 

FIGURE 9.-The first structure for Watershed 1 
was seriously damaged by the first large flows of 
the first season of use, 1954. The sidewalls and 
floor were badly undermined and inundated as 
shown here, and were competely washed out by 
the end of the season. BN-48653 



As a result of these early failures, a series of hydraulic model 
investigations began in 1957 at the ARS Stillwater Hydraulic 
Laboratory, Stillwater, Okla. From these tests evolved the 
measuring device known today as the Walnut Gulch super
critical flume (Gwinn 1964), with the largest of 11 such struc
tures on Walnut Gulch having a peak measuring capacity of 
over 623 m3 /s (22,000 ft3 /s) (fig. 10). 

The design of this flume came from a study of earlier super
critical flumes, especially the San Dimas flume (Wilmet al. 
1938), which had a supercritical throat with vertical sides, and 
the trapezoidal flume of Robinson (1961), discussed above. It 
was felt necessary to (a) contract the flow, (b) pass it through 
a throat section at supercritical velocity, and (c) measure the 
depth within this throat where hydrostatic pressure exists. The 
cross-sectional shape was chosen as a compromise, consid
ering (a) the need to pass large floods, (b) the efficiency in 
matching flume shape to channel shape, and (c) the desire to 
measure low, moderate, and high flows. 

Figure 11 shows the design geometry of a typical Walnut 
Gulch flume. The flume has a 4.57-m (15-ft) curved entrance 
approach to a 6.10-m- (20-ft) long straight section having a 
shallow V -shaped floor and sidewalls with one-to-one slope. 

The curved entrance approach has a cylindroid surface (coor
dinate origin shown in fig. 12) defined by the equation: 

where: 

z - 0.09842x'l 
y = 0.03x + -----

0.0287x2 + 1 

x = horizontal coordinate positive in the upstream direction, 
in meters 

y = vertical coordinate, in meters 
z = horizontal coordinate normal to and measured from the 

centerline of the flume, in meters 

or 
z - 0.03x2 

y = 0.03x + -----
0.00267x2 + 1 

where x, y, and z are in feet. 

An isometric view of this surface is shown in figure 12. The 
floor of the flume has a slope of 0.03 in the downstream 
direction parallel to the centerline to insure movement of sedi
ment through the flume. This is the same slope used in the 
San Dimas flume (Wilmet al. 1938). 

FIGURE 10.-The finished structure at the outlet of 
Walnut Gulch is considerably larger than the 
earlier one shown in figure 9 (4-21-64). BN-48654 
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Hydraulic Theory in Supercritical Flow Measurement 

Before discussing the experimental development and field per
formance of this flume, it is useful to understand some of the 
hydraulic theory that deals with the measurements of flow 
and the development of a flume's rating by use of hydraulic 
models. In the following section, we present a brief explanation 
of the measurement sensitivity that may be reduced in order 
to pass heavily sediment-laden flows. We also discuss the 
hydraulic theory of flow through a supercritical flume and the 
theory that governs the similitude of model and prototype. 
Both mathematical and hydraulic models have played an impor
tant role in the development and analysis of this type of flume. 

When natural stream velocities are sufficiently high, common 
flumes, which depend on measuring head upstream of a criti
cal flow control section, are not suitable for reasons discussed 
above. In this case, we may still use a critical flow control 
section, but we measure depth below the critical section as the 
flow is accelerating in the supercritical region. The insurance 
that no deposition will take place in the flume itself is obtained 
at the cost of some sensitivity. 

Measurement Sensitivities 

Measurement sensitivity q may be defined for our purpose 
here as: 

dh 
o(Q) =

dQ 
(1) 

where Q is discharge, and h is measured depth. Thus, equa
tion 1 states ~hat sensitivity is a measure of the relative change 
in depth with a unit change in discharge. Typically, for a weir 
or flume that forces the flow to pass through a critical depth 
section and measures a rating depth, h, above or below criti
cal depth, the discharge is: 

in which b is a parameter; or 

where Cw is a dimensioned weir or flume coefficient that 
includes the effect of flow area geometry. Sensitivity is thus 

dh c -lib 1 - b 
o(Q) =- = _w_ Q--. (2) 

dQ b b 

Although velocities are widely different, both flumes and 
weirs have a value forb of 1.5, if width is constant. The 
value of b may be greater than 2 if width varies with depth. 



Sensitivity for a particular discharge is then a function of Cw 
and b, and since flumes with high velocities have large Cw, 
they exhibit a lower sensitivity than measuring devices with 
low velocity and small Cw. 

Flow Equations 

Since almost all flumes or weirs use a critical flow section as a 
control for measurement, critical, subcritical, and often super
critical flow are experienced. All three forms of flow are 
defined in reference to the Froude number, Fr; 

where V is velocity, 

v 
Fr 
-~ 

g is gravitational acceleration, and 

(3) 

D is hydraulic depth, defined as the cross section area 
of the flow, A, divided by the width of the free 
surface, T. 

Weirs use a free overfall where critical flow, Fr = 1, occurs 
near the brink, downstream from the measuring point. 
Parshall or venturi flumes have transition sections that force 
flow through critical to supercritical flow for a short distance 
and then resume subcritical flow at or before the flume exit. 

Supercritical flow flumes force flow through a critical section 
above the depth measuring point; depth is measured in the 
throat where flow is accelerating to normal depth for the 
supercritical slope within the flume throat. 

Flow in this section is described by the same steady non
uniform flow equations that apply to other flumes. These are: 

aQ 
-=0 
ax 

!:' a v + ay = s _ s 
g ax ax 0 '! 

in which Q = discharge = A V 
A = cross section area = A(y) 
y = depth 
x = distance along flume 
V = velocity 
g = gravitational acceleration 

S0 = bottom slope of flume 
sf = friction slope of flume. 

sf is calculated from the friction relation defining uniform 
flow. For the Chezy or Manning relationship, 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(5) 

in which R is hydraulic radius and C is the friction coeffi
cient. For the Chezy roughness relation, a = 112. If a 

1.49 
Manning relation is used, a = 2/3, and C = --, (English 

n 
units) where n is the Manning roughness coefficient. Solving 
equation 5 for Sp we have 

(6) 

To calculate flow depth at any point within the flume, equa
tion 4 is employed, starting with the critical depth section as a 
boundary condition. The transition region is divided into arbi
trarily small increments, as illustrated in figure 13, and equa
tion 4 is used in a finite difference expression. The equation 
thus becomes a Bernoulli equation for flow between the two 
sections i and i + 1: 

with 

® 

i+l 

FIGURE 13.-Definition sketch of flow in super
critical transition. 

(7b) 

I 

I 
Xp AT i =N 

Here a is the open channel energy coefficient (Chow 1959). 
Sf is taken from equation 6 using a mean value of V and R in 
the length &. The eddy loss head (he) is defined by Chow 
(1959) as 

l3 



in which Ke is eddy loss coefficient. Chow (1959) gives typical 
upper limits of 0.1 and 0.2 for Ke in gradually converging and 
diverging reaches, respectively (English units). Section C (fig. 
13) is about where critical depth occurs. Mathematically, this 
is a singular point, where the surface water slope is unde
fined. Practically, in alluvial channels with moving beds, the 
channel bed material will often form a region of transition of 
bottom slope from natural channel slope, SC' to the imposed 
flume slope, S01 where Sc < S0 • 

In applying equation 7 to a specific flume, we use the actual 
geometry at each section to define: 

R = R(x,y) 

A = A(x,y). 

(8) 

(9) 

Computationally, the distance from the critical section to the 
measuring section, x~ is divided into N- 1 increments. Equa
tions 7, 8, and 9 are solved between successive sections i = 1 
through i = N. 

The boundary condition upstream at i = 1 (critical section) 
specifies that for a given Q, the Froude number is (nominally) 
1.0, so that, by definition 

(10) 

Thus, y1 and A(Q,y1) may be found from the geometry of the 
flume. Newton iteration is used to calculate Y;+ 1 from equa
tion 7 in sections 1 through N- 1, and therefore to calculate 
Yp for any given discharge Q. A computer program developed 
for the simulation described herein is listed in Appendix A. 

This numerical method provides a mathematical model for 
flow within a supercritical flume of any specified geometry. 
The same model will provide simulation of a subcritical 
flume, such as a venturi or Parshall flume, where depth is 
measured above a critical section, provided the numerical 
steps move upstream from the critical condition rather than 
downstream. 

The analysis of the Walnut Gulch and similar supercritical 
flumes described below depend on both theoretical and 
experimental studies. Hydraulic models were an important 
part of the rating of the Walnut Gulch flumes. The transfer 
of model ratings to prototype ratings depends on proper use 
of hydraulic similitude, discussed below. 
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Model Similitude 

Laws of similitude must be considered in using a hydraulic 
model to predict the rating of a larger flume. The most 
appropriate similitude criterion for open channel flow is the 
Froude number, which implies equality of the ratio of inertia 
to gravity forces for both model and prototype. Another 
important criterion is the Reynolds number, which implies 
equality of the ratios of inertia forces to viscous or friction 
forces in model and prototype. Both criteria cannot be met 
simultaneously, but for fully turbulent open channel flow 
with a high Reynolds number, the friction changes little with 
the Reynolds number. Therefore, the Froude number is com
monly the governing similitude criterion. 

When model scales in the horizontal and vertical are the 
same, the model is referred to as undistorted. When they are 
different, it is a distorted model. An undistorted scale model 
uses identical scale ratios in all three spatial dimensions, pro
viding geometrical similarity. Using an undistorted model, 
with a scale ratio of L (using subscript p for prototype and 
m for model): 

Yp = Ly, 

AP = £2Am. 

The Froude number is defined as 

v 
Fr = --

.Jijj 

where D is hydraulic depth. Thus, if Fr m = Fr ~ 

or, from equation 11, 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

where Dm and DP are hydraulic depth of model and proto
type, respectively. From equation 12, 

(IS) 

Thus, equations 11 and 15 allow us to estimate a prototype 
rating from a hydraulic model rating. 



Experimental Development of Walnut Gulch Flumes 

Original Model Studies 

The initial supercritical flume design was studied in the labo
ratory using a 1:32 scale model of a flume whose geometry 
was as shown in figure 11, with floor width of 9.14 m (30ft), 
as in Walnut Gulch flume No. 3 (63.003). Piezometers flush 
with the surface were located in the downstream half of the 
straight section, both in the V-shaped floor and sides of the 
flume. The purpose of these measurements was to determine 
the best location to measure the head. Results of some of 
these measurements are shown in figure 14. Station 10 + 75 
was the outlet end of the flume. The pressure on the floor at 
the measuring section of the flume was found to be approx
imately hydrostatic when the depth of the flow is less than the 

Meters 

330 331 332 

distance to the downstream edge of the flume. The midpoint 
of the narrow, straight portion of the flume was selected as 
the best point to measure the head. For Walnut Gulch flume 
No. 3, the total width (4.57 m; 15 ft) of one side of the floor 
was used to measure the head and acted as the intake to the 
stilling well. For larger flumes, the length of the intake was 
limited to 3.05 m (10ft) as shown in figure 11. The develop
ment of the flumes and model techniques used in these studies 
were reported by Gwinn (1964, 1970). The various flume 
dimensions were chosen solely to match existing channel 
geometry and reflect a compromise between desire for con
traction and need for peak flow capacity. A summary of the 
flume dimensions and scales used in the model studies is given 
in table 1. 
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TABLE 1.-Summary of laboratory-calibrated Walnut Gulch flumes 

Depth at Model 
sidewall Flume width Maximum discharge length 

interesection scale 

Floor 
Flume cross 

No. slope 
(S") 

Meters Feet Meters Feet M3/s Ft3/s 
1 15 1.22 4 36.58 120 740 26,000 1:40 
2 15 .61 2 24.38 80 560 19,700 1:40, 

1:20 
2 25 .90 2.95 24.96 81.9 560 19,700 1:20 

15 
3 7.5 .61 2 9.14 30 170 6,000 1:32 
4 10 .08 .25 1.52 5 34 1,200 1:30 
6 10 1.07 3.50 21.33 70 470 16,500 1:30 
7 10 0.61 2 12.19 40 244 8,600 1:30 
8 10 .61 2 12.19 40 244 8,600 1:30 

11 10 .46 1.50 9.14 30 170 6,000 1:30 
15 10 .61 2 12.19 40 235 8,300 1:30 

'Original floor, combination slope 1 on 5 for 3m (10ft) and horizontal for 9.14 m (30ft), (fig. 15). 
2Revised floor, combination slope 1 on 5 for 0.503 m (1.65 ft) and 1 on 15 for 11.98 m (39.3 ft). 

Prototype ratings were originally obtained from the small 
model studies by a scaling that used a discharge coefficient. 
Cd. Model results were used to obtain a value of Cd in the 
expression 

(16) 

in which t is width of water surface at the measuring point 
when depth is h. CD is dimensionless and is assumed to apply, 
therefore, to a prototype scale relationship for QP' using 
equation 16 where hP = Lhm and tP = Ltm. Cv includes a 
distortion factor for flows above the sidewall-floor inter-

! 
section, since - hm represents area for floor region geometry 

2 
only. Model scale L, in these cases, is from 20 to 40, as in 
table 1. Model roughness was assumed properly scaled in 
comparison with prototype roughness, and no correction was 
applied. Selected data from these model ratings in prototype 
dimensions are given in Appendix B. A more complete dis
cussion of the model results has been given by Gwinn (1970). 

Colorado State University 1:5 Model 
Rating of the Floor Section 

The small scale model studies at the Water Conservation 
Structure Laboratories in Stillwater, Okla., were unable to 
accurately evaluate low flow ratings. Subsequent knowledge 
of the distribution of flow depths indicated that this was an 
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important range of flow in the ephemeral type of hydrologic 
regime of the southwestern U.S. watersheds. Figure 15 shows 
the sample distribution of flume flow depths for flumes 1 and 
6 (code numbers 63.001 and 63.006, respectively), indicating 
some 96 to 93 percent peak flow depths, respectively, occur in 
the floor region. The floor region of these flumes refers to 
that portion of the flume cross section below the intersection 
of the bottom V-shaped region and the l: 1 sidewalls. To bet
ter define low flow ratings, a larger scale 1:5 model study was 
initiated in a 6-m (20-ft) flume at the Colorado State Univer
sity Engineering Research Center. The model consisted entirely 
of the flume floor section of the Walnut Gulch flumes with a 
sand bed approach. It had a cross-channel slope of l: 10 with a 
longitudinal slope of 3 percent. It was constructed of epoxy
coated plywood with an estimated Manning roughness of 
0.011. Figure 16 shows the flume and sandbed approach. 

Discharge rates were measured downstream from the model 
by a well-calibrated knife edge rectangular weir. Water was 
supplied by a pump from a lake below the flume. Upstream 
bed topography was simulated by sand placed and maintained 
at approximately the !-percent slope of the natural channel. 
The model scale was not distorted. Head was measured by 
manometer at several points across the measuring section, 
located 7.62 m (25 ft) (in prototype dimensions) below the 
entrance edge of the floor. 

Figure 17 summarizes results of the tests over a wide range of 
flows encompassing the capacity of the floor section. 



Sca6ng of the 1:5 Model Data 

Equation 1 S neglects differences in friction coefficient C 
between model and prototype. More rigorously, equations 14 
and 15 are independent of friction and friction law at a criti
cal flow control where Fr = 1 in both model and prototype. 
If friction is dissimilar between model and prototype and flow 
is at normal depth as described by equationS, scaling follow
ing the Froude number criterion depends upon which hydrau
lic friction relation is taken to apply (Murphy 1950, Chap
ter 8). The Chezy friction law satisfies the Froude number 
criterion if the velocities are scaled by the geometric scale 
ratio, L 112, (equation 14) multiplied by the ratio of roughness 
coefficients, C. The Manning friction law requires geometric 

c 
scale ratio for velocity to be multiplied by .::..e._ L 116• For exam-

em 
ple, equation 14, for differing surface roughness, Cm and CP' 
for Chezy's law becomes 

c 
Vp=V.::..e_VL me 

m 

and, for Manning's law, becomes 

1.49 

(normal flow) 

(normal flow) 

in which case, C is --, n 
n 

Manning's n. 

(17) 

(18) 

The hydraulic conditions of this model study introduce a spe
cial problem in model scaling. The flume floor surfaces were 
significantly different. For the model, it was polished epoxy 
coating; for the prototype, it is finished concrete. Also, the 
flow is not critical at the measuring point. Therefore, rough
ness and geometric scaling are necessary. Moreover, flow con
ditions at the measuring point for which scaling is necessary 
are between critical flow, Fr = 1 (independent of roughness), 
and supercritical normal flow. Thus, scaling will lie some
where between that required for critical flow and that required 
for normal flow, where roughness must be scaled as in equa
tions 17 or 18. 

The scaling procedure used here employs the numerical model 
(equations 7a and b for flow through the flume) to charac
terize scaling for the different roughness in the flume throat. 
In this region, flow is neither normal nor critical. We rewrite 
equations 17 and 18 as 

(19) 

in which 'c is the scaling ratio for roughness. As noted above, 
'c = 1 at critical depth, and is defined by equations 17 or 18 
for normal depth. 
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FIGURE 15.-Sample distribution of flow depths for 
flumes 63.001 and 63.006 at Walnut Gulch. Floor
wall intersection occurs at 1.07 m (3.5 ft) for flume 
63.003, and at 1.22 m (4.0 ft) for flume 63.001. 

FIGURE 16.-1:5 scale model of floor section of 
the Walnut Gulch supercritical flume, looking 
downstream along the sand approach. BN-48655 
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The following procedure was developed to evaluate 'c for the 
transition flow in the supercritical throat. If we assume flumes 
are identical except for roughness, with the same discharge in 
each flume, by the Chezy law, 

where subscripts r and s refer to the rougher and smoother 
case, respectively. Scaling ratio, 'c• due to the Chezy rough
ness alone, is found as 

(20a) 

18 

since the prototype is rougher than the model in this case. For 
the Manning roughness law, similarly, 

(20b) 

The Froude number at normal depth in supercritical flow, 
Fr n' is always greater than one, and the Froude number at the 
measuring point X = XP (fig. 13), FrP, is always less than 
Fr n· Expressed in equation form, 

We define a dimensionless parameter, w, to represent the rela
tive value of Fr P' within its limits. Let 

w = Fr0 -1 

Frn-1 
(21) 

so that 1 > w > 0, with w = 1 at normal flow and w = 0 at 
the critical section. 

Simulations were performed over the range of model dis
charges 0.0003 to 0.57 m3 /s (0.01 to 20 ft3 /s) for a ratio of 
roughness coefficients of 1.2 (Chezy C = 113 and 134 or 
Manning's n = 0.013 to 0.011). The relation between 'c and 
the parameter w is found from this numerical simulation, and 
the results are expressed graphically as shown in figure 18. 
This graphical relation is then used to find rc given w for a 
particular model test whose relative roughness parameters 
have the same ratio. Here, w is for the model from which 
scaling is to be done. The results in this figure should not be 
taken as general, even though both variables are dimension
less. For example, w at x = 1m in the smoother case is not 
the same as w for x = 1m in the rougher case. It does pro
vide a more accurate estimate of prototype scale rating for 
conditions in the supercritical drawdown region. 

Analysis of Model Ratings 

Scaled values are computed in table 2 and plotted in figure 19 
along with scaled results from the 1:30 model test at Stillwater 
and the computed rating from equations 7a and b. Within the 
respective ranges of applicability of the two model studies, rating 
relations for the supercritical flumes from the Stillwater and 
Colorado State University model tests are in excellent agreement. 

Figure 19 also shows the computer simulation for the same 
conditions, indicating the ability to simulate ratings by using 
the mathematical model. Either the Manning or Chezy fric
tion relation may be used for higher flows, and sufficient data 
at the very lowest flows are not available to discriminate cate
gorically between the two relationships. 



TABLE 2.-Scaling of Colorado State University flume model results 

Qm hm Fpm ws r' c Q/ 

Fixed bed 

M3/s (C/s) Centime(ers Feet M3/s 
0.0374 1.32 5.85 0.192 2.28 0.242 0.973 2.03 

.0402 1.42 5.97 .196 2.28 .242 .973 2.19 

.079 2.79 8.23 .27 2.01 .19 .981 4.33 

.150 5.30 10.97 .36 1.86 .16 .985 8.27 

.199 7.01 12.47 .409 1.79 .15 .986 10.93 

.2033 7.18 12.5 .41 1.79 .15 .986 11.21 

.244 8.61 13.9 .457 1.69 .13 .989 13.48 

.297 10.49 15.0 .493 1.69 .13 .989 16.42 

.364 12.87 16.4 .538 1.65 .12 .990 20.16 

.395 13.96 17.0 .558 1.64 .12 .990 21.89 

Moving bed (upstream) 

.031 1.09 5.33 .175 2.32 .25 .972 1.68 

.111 3.92 9.45 .310 2.0 .19 .981 6.09 

.174 6.15 11.89 .390 1.77 .15 .986 9.60 

.205 7.25 12.74 .418 1.75 .14 .987 11.3 

.244 8.62 14.05 .461 1.63 .12 .990 13.5 

.349 12.32 15.8 .52 1.72 .13 .989 19.3 

'For all data, Qim3/s) = 30.83 h/·2
, hP in meters, with r2 = 0.9993, or QP(ft3!s) = 79.75 h/2

, hP in feet. 
zFrom figure 13 with w

5 
from model Froude numbers. 

Ft3/s 
71.8 
77.2 

153.0 
292. 
386. 
396. 
476. 
580. 
712. 
773. 

59.2 
215. 
339. 
400. 
477. 
681. 

h 2 p 

Meters Feet 
0.29 0.96 

.30 .98 

.41 1.35 

.55 1.80 

.625 2.05 

.625 2.05 

.695 2.28 

.750 2.46 

.820 2.69 

.85 2.79 

.265 .87 

.47 1.55 

.59 1.95 

.637 2.09 

.700 2.30 

.792 2.60 

The computer model may also be used to demonstrate the 
sensitivity of rating at the control section to changes in the 
actual location of the critical flow section. The hypothesis is 
that in many streams steep slopes may cause critical flow to 
occur above the specified section, and the Froude number at 
the presumed critical flow point may be somewhat larger than 
1.0. Table 3 shows computer simulation results, indicating 
that small changes in Froude number at the flume entrance do 
not have a large effect on the rating relationship, especially at 
lower flows. 

TABLE 3.-Effect of upstream Froude number on flume rating 
simulation data for 21.34-m-(70-ft) wide flume 

Using the best fit regression line given below table 2, one may 
evaluate relative sensitivity of these flumes. For example, one 
may compare sensitivity of a typical supercritical flume of 
1:10 cross-channel floor slope, at approximately 30 m3!s, with 
that of a weir of the same approximate width, Lw. The weir 
rating is Q = 3.3 Lwhl.S, approximately. One may apply 
equation 2 and find that the supercritical flume is only some 
40 percent less sensitive than the weir. 

Discharge (m3 Is) 

0. 057 ---------------------
0.28 ---------------------
2. 8 ---------------------

28 ---------------------

Froude number at x = 0 

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 

----------.--Depth, m------------

0.0578 
.1175 
.3289 
.9096 

0.0578 
.1175 
.3284 
.9068 

0.0577 
.1173 
.3273 
.9007 

0.0577 
.1168 
.3236 
.8818 
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FIGURE 18.-Graphical procedure developed from 
computer simulation to estimate roughness scaling 
for transition flow. 

Prototype Evaluations 

Velocity measurements for evaluation of prototype rating for 
the Walnut Gulch flumes are difficult if not impractical using 
ordinary stream current metering methods. Flow discharges at 
any point and, for that matter channel cross sections, change 
quite rapidly during the flows in this hydrologic regime. 
Moreover, flows are ephemeral and unpredictable, velocities 
are often above most current meter ranges, and the amount 
of sediment and other suspended matter make using current 
meters impractical in most cases. The limited amount of 
prototype verification information is presented below. This 
includes one special measurement in the early flume history 
and a major ongoing instrumentation effort at another flume. 
Field performance of the Walnut Gulch flumes was briefly 
summarized by Smith and Chery (1974). 
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FIGURE 19.-Prototype rating for flume 63.006 
developed from 1:5 model tests, scaled as in equa
tion 19. Also shown are scaled results from the 
1 :30 model tests at Stillwater, Okla. 

Velocity Measurements at Flume 63.002 
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When Walnut Gulch flume No.2 (code number 63.002) was 
built, a railroad adjacent to the measuring site restricted the 
flume geometry and overall head loss available for use by the 
measurement structure. Thus, the geometry at the cross sec
tion was made to include a floor section with no cross slope, 
but it did include a 0.61-m- (2-ft) deep x 6.1-m- (20-ft) wide 
notch (fig. 20) to provide additional sensitivity for measuring 
the base flow, which often occurs at this station. 

On July 31, 1961, current meter measurements were taken in 
the "notch" of this flume using a Price current meter. The 
measurements were made from a rigid temporary bridge, 
which was positioned across the notched section of the flume 
near the flume entrance. Although the velocities at this point 
were high, flow depths were not changing rapidly enough to 
affect the measurements, and debris did not collect on the 



meter. Thus, we have considerable confidence in the accuracy 
of these discharge measurements, although a few measured 
velocities required extrapolation of the meter calibration curve. 

The results of the measurements, shown in figure 20, appear 
to agree with the laboratory-determined values from the 
model studies. The slight departure of the measured data 
from the small model rating and the bias in comparison with 
the computer model may be partly associated with the need to 
extrapolate the current meter calibration for this measure-
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ment. Perhaps more important in evaluating these results is 
the apparent movement of the critical flow section to several 
feet upstream from the flume entrance. This movement of 
control was likely the result of the streambed narrowing in 
response to the flume notch. The general agreement among 
the three estimated ratings, however, added confidence to the 
scaled (1 :30) model rating at higher discharges. At lower flow 
depths, water viscosity was a potential problem in the small 
scale model. 
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FIGURE 20.-Sketch of early cross-section at flume 
63.002, and plot of current meter results obtained 
in 1961. Numerical model comparison indicates 
strongly that critical flow was occurring some dis
tance above the flume during this test. 
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After the railroad was abandoned in 1970, the flat cross
sloped floor was replaced with the sloping floor shown in 
figure 20. The new floor affords greater sensitivity at depths 
exceeding 0.6 m (2 ft) than was possible with the shallow flow 
over the flat floor. 

Prototype Data at Flume 63.006 

In response to the need for prototype information on 
hydraulics of the Walnut Gulch flumes, a special study of 
flume 6 (station 63.006) was initiated in June 1973. An instru
mentation footbridge 1.2 m (4ft) wide and 30.5 m (100ft) 
long was installed across this flume at approximately the mea
suring section, so that sampling across the flow would be 
possible. A movable carriage was mounted on the bridge to 
allow sampling at selected locations in both x and y dimen
sions. The instrument carriage and bridge are illustrated in 
figure 21. 

FIGURE 21.-Instrument carriage and velocity 
meter probe in use at flume 63.006, August 10, 1976. BN-48656 
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A streamlined electromagnetic velocity meter was mounted at 
the bottom of a vertical, movable probe, at a 45 o incline to 
pass trash without damage or interference with meter 
readings. The meter has range capability that matches the 
high velocities in the flume throat. Depth of flow is recorded 
by using two sonar depth gages, one fixed at the center of the 
flume and a second moving with the sampling carriage. 
Pot~ntiometers automatically record the x and y positions of 
the velocity probe. All hydraulic data are recorded digitally 
for automatic processing. 

Measurements were made during 15 flow events in 1974-77 
with varying degrees of success. From these measurements, 
four scans from four events, shown in figures 22 through 25, 
were selected as valid representations of the range of flow 
depths observed to date. These measured flows ranged in 
average depth from 0.38 m (1.25 ft) to 0.89 m (2.92 ft) with 
discharges of about 1.81 to 29.3 m3 /s (64 to 1,036 ft3 /s). 

Velocity contours were estimated from the point measure
ments of the velocity probe. At each point, at least two 
samples of velocity were recorded. After the data were 
obtained, it was observed that after moving the probe the first 
measurement was usually low because of the time constant of 
the instrument response. Thus, the low first values were dis
regarded. Of all the cross sections, only scan No. 12 on Sep
tember 4, 1975, has two points in which there is considerable 
confidence. Both were obtained by placing the probe in one 
position for several minutes, just before the scan and then 
just after the scan. The average velocity for both points was 
0.25 m3 /s (8.8 ft3 /s) (fig. 23). 

The area between each contour was measured and multiplied 
by its representative velocity to determine the discharge and 
calculate the velocity distribution (energy) coefficient, a. This 
coefficient was calculated by the following relation: 

E ~3 6aj 
j 

a=----
V'A 

where~= point velocity between contours; 
V = average velocity 
aj = incremental cross section area, contour j 
A = total cross section area. 

(22) 

The discharges calculated by these computations are plotted at 
both the centerline depth and the mean depth in figure 26. 
The line on this plot is the flume rating from 1 :5 model tests. 
Also shown in symbols is the laboratory rating prepared from 
the early 1:30 scale model tests. For a given depth, less than 
1 m (3 ft), the measured discharge is less than the rating rela
tion indicates. This difference decreases as the depth increases 
until the measured values agree with the laboratory ratings at 
about 1 m (3 ft). 
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contours for flow of September 5, 1975, scan No. 12. 
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These departures from the rated discharge are believed to be a 
result of the flow entering the flume at an angle and having 
an asymmetrical cross section at the measuring point of the 
flume. The profiles in figures 22 through 24 show the various 
surface configurations of this asymmetrical flow. Flow depths 
must exceed about 1 m (3 ft) at this location before the flow 
will aline itself enough that the flume geometry will control 
the flow in the measuring section, and produce a nearly sym
metrical cross section, as is seen in figure 25. 

The high-water traces on the flume floor, resulting from a 
medium depth flow of 0.46 and 0.61 m (1.5 to 2 ft) entering 
the flume at an angle, are shown in figure 27. This shows 
clearly that the path of the flow riding up on the left side of 
the flume and then turning back toward the centerline causes 
a standing wave to form about halfway through the flume and 
to extend to the outlet of the flume. This wave causes the 
stepped prortle at the measuring section seen in the cross section 
plots of figures 22 and 23. Photograph of a small wave occur
ring in the flow of August 10, 1976, is shown in figure 21. 

FIGURE 27.-High water traces for flow of 
August 17, 1976. 
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Field Application and Performance Evaluation 

Stabilization of Approach Channels 

Compounding the alluvial flow measurement problems out
lined above, which led to the development of the Walnut 
Gulch flume, is the instability of thalweg location in the 
ephemeral flows of wide alluvial channels such as Walnut 
Gulch. Extremely asymmetrical entrance conditions have been 
observed in these flumes many times (Smith and Chery 1974). 
Figure 28 is a dramatic illustration of the asymmetry of the 
alluvial bar formed during flow through flume No. 63.007. 
Not only are flow centroids off center, but also mean flow 
direction at the flume entrance is often at a significant angle 
to the centerline direction of the flume. Methods to correct 
this misalinement had been generally unsatisfactory up to the 
time of modeling the flume floor at Colorado State University 
in 1971. 

FIGURE 28.-View of flume 63.007 looking up
stream, showing the large alluvial bar at the flume 
entrance which indicates a strongly asymmetrical 
entrance condition. BN-48657 
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Experimental arrangement.-The 6.1-m (20-ft) wide outdoor 
flume at Colorado State University used for the 1:5 model 
rating of the floor section was also used to conduct tests on 
methods to stabilize the alluvial approach channel conditions. 
Views of the experimental arrangement are shown in figure 11. 
Sand was placed to a 60-cm (2-ft) depth for 15 m (50ft) 
upstream from the l:5 scale model of the flume floor section. 
The sand was chosen to closely model the mean grain size of 
sand found at Walnut Gulch; however, rocks and large gravel 
were not present, although slope and general bed shape were 
duplicated. Water was introduced into the sand approach 
severely off center to test the adequacy of a number of pos
sible arrangements of dikes and fences for moving flow to a 
centered, alined position. Sand was introduced at the upstream 
end of the alluvial section to maintain a bedload without 



appreciable net scour. Figure 29 shows how the model dupli
cated standing waves common at flume 6 (and others), and 
affords a view of the asymmetry of the bedload. 

\J") c.D ..... 
M .- t •·•··""' ·•·•··•·•···· ~· 

FIGURE 29.-Standing wave produced in the mea
suring section of the 1:5 model at Colorado State 
University. The pattern of asymmetrical flow pro
duced by flow entering the flume floor from the 
upper right is reflected in the pattern of bed load, 
which is easily seen through the relatively 
clear water. BN-48658 

Model results.-The first series of tests used 0.64-cm 
(1/4-inch) mesh hardware cloth "fences" or porous dikes 
placed in the alluvium with their tops at the desired bed eleva
tion, assuming the bed steepens as measured, with a transition 
from the 1-percent natural slope flat bed to the 3-percent 
slope 1:10 floor of the flume. These fences were placed in 
equally spaced pairs at a 45 o horizontal angle to the center
line, with each pair allowing a 5-m (15-ft) (prototype) open 
space in the channel center. 

These fences or porous dikes did help to center the flow, but 
the control was inefficient. A centered bar developed, and the 
thalweg that developed during recession was to one side of 
this bar. Also, a slight wave formed on either side within the 
flume probably due to the contraction around the center bar. 
The fences proved inadequate to control the sand elevation 
without more positive control of the water. 

The next series of tests used metal sheets acting as low, imper
vious dikes. In contrast to the porous sand dikes, these were 
placed to model a 0.3-m (1-ft) extension above expected mini
mum bed elevation, and the dike tops maintained a 1:10 
cross-channel slope and a !-percent upstream slope. These 
dikes provided positive control of the flow as would be 
expected; however, small scour areas formed at the center end 
of the dikes during recession, causing low flows to favor a 
position at one side of the open center section. Some scour 
behind these impervious dikes was also noted in every test. 

The last series of tests used porous dikes (0.64-cm) (114-inch) 
(hardware cloth) on the same pattern as the impermeable 
dikes tested previously. These dikes are distinguished from the 
fences previously described in that they are higher and act to 
direct the flow rather than attempt to stabilize the sand bar 
location alone. This arrangement appeared to be a satisfac
tory method of control, with a minimum amount of scour 
and no appreciable asymmetry at the flume entrance, as illus
trated in figure 30. 

Prototype trials.-Existing Walnut Gulch flume No. 3, code 
No. 63.003, 12.2 m (40ft) wide, was used as a prototype test 
site, and porous dikes constructed of surplus aircraft landing 
mat were installed early in the summer of 1971. One previously 
installed dike pair was incorporated into the arrangement as 
the upstream pair. The resulting pattern consisted of two 
pairs of dikes, at approximately a 45 o angle to the centerline, 
with a 4.9-m (16-ft) center opening and the upstream pair of 
dikes at approximately a 30° angle to the centerline. Figure 31 
shows the condition of the alluvium and dikes after a large 
flow at this site soon after dike installation. Several conclu
sions from this first prototype test were: 

a) Scour at the higher flows requires strong supports to pre
vent possible overturning of the dikes. Also, the dikes may 
accelerate scour and undermine the supports. 

b) Trash in the flow makes it imperative that the mesh open
ings be larger than 2.5 em (1 inch) and the fences be alined 
no more than 30° to centerline. 

c) Sand replaced around the fences after installation must be 
carefully compacted. 
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FIGURE 30.-The 1:5 model was used to develop 
the porous control dikes shown here. The porous 
dikes are effective in preventing asymmetry 
upstream of the flume entrance. BN-48659 

FIGURE 31.-Prototype control dikes at flume 
63.003 after large storm flow in early dike evalua
tion at Walnut Gulch Watershed. BN-48660 
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Field Experience 

Porous flow control dikes at an angle of 30 o to the flow have 
been placed above all but the smallest (site 63.004) Walnut 
Gulch flumes. As a result, maximum observed flow asym
metry has been limited to approximately 10 percent occurring 
at the widest flume (63.001). Figure 32 shows the controlled 
alluvial channel above flume 63.011. Flume 63.006 was left 
uncontrolled to obtain additional data on hydraulic conditions 
in asymmetrical flow into the flume. Control dikes will be 
installed there when experimentation is completed. 

FIGURE 32.-Control dikes in place above flume 
63.011, Walnut Gulch Watershed. BN-48661 

Flows to date have shown little or no tendency to undercut or 
modify the dikes' performance. Exceptions have occurred at 
flume 63.00I where incoming flows were severely off center 
(an additiomtl dike was installed), and at flume 63.002 where 
considerable damage occurred to some portions of the dikes 
and large holes were scoured downstream of the dikes after 
the large (1.5-m, or 5-ft peak depth) flow of July 17, 1975. 
Periodically, debris needs to be cleaned from dike openings to 
prevent excessive hydraulic roughness at the dike locations. 
Upstream dikes, which have the largest hydraulic forces acting 
upon them, must be anchored against overturning because the 
larger flows cause the bed to become fluid to a greater depth, 
thus maximizing the hydraulic overturning pressure. 



Estimation of Discharge in Asymmetrical Flows 

Since many years of early records at Walnut Gulch include 
flows with asymmetries ranging in extent from mild to severe, 
a method was devised to estimate discharge from such biased 
depth readings, based on the Colorado State University model 
tests. The operating assumption is that the area of flow at the 
measuring point for an asymmetrical cross section is roughly 
equal to the area for the discharge flowing symmetrically. 

Figure 33 indicates that the assumption of conservation of 
area under asymmetry is apparently reasonable, based on the 
model test results at Colorado State University. Flow depths 
across the flow for asymmetrical flow conditions in the model 
were taken by a series of manometers during tests that imi
tated asymmetrical entrance into the flume. 

For many flows at Walnut Gulch, there were observer notes 
giving elevations of each edge of the flow at the measuring 
point, in addition to the stilling well record of the mean depth 
over the stilling well intake plate. From this information and 
the study of typical asymmetrical cross section shapes from the 
model tests (fig. 34), the cross section areas were estimated 
from records and observer notes. The equivalent uniform flow 
depth may then be calculated from this area, and the rating is 
then calculated for that depth at that particular flume. 
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and asymmetrical conditions. 
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FIGURE 34.-Cross-section shapes at measuring 
section in Colorado State University 1:5 model 
flume. (Drawings not to scale.) 

Design Modifications 
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Use and observation of the Walnut Gulch flumes to date have 
indicated some modifications and design limits for better 
performance. 

The original effort in designing and testing these flumes 
emphasized their ability to pass and measure the peak flows 
of large floods. Indeed, the experience in 1954 with the first 
flumes used in the Walnut Gulch watershed was with a series 
of unusually large and, in some cases, disastrous flash floods. 
As a result, flows that were confined to the portion of the 
flume below the 1: 1 sidewalls, called the floor region, were 
not given much consideration. Experience since 1954, as illus
trated in figure 10, has revealed that flow depth distribution 
places the overwhelming majority of flows in the floor region 
of most of the flumes. Mean flume depth could be increased 
by a narrowing of flume geometry, which would force a sig
nificant contraction from the channel shape. This might, how
ever, increase low-flow upstream control problems discussed 
above, and would require more attention to entrance transi
tion conditions. 
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As originally designed, the Walnut Gulch flumes exhibit the 
characteristic of a shifting location of critical section as flow 
depth increases above the floor-wall intersection. At some 
flow depth above the intersection, control is expected to pass 
from the floor slope to the wall contraction. The depth at 
which this occurs depends on the particular flume geometry, 
as well as local upstream conditions. Unfortunately, the large 
width-to-length ratios of the larger Walnut Gulch flumes 
make wall control poor, unless flow depths are well above 
floor-wall intersection height. At the great widths and velocity 
of flows, with the relatively shallow depths encountered, con
traction at the walls cannot change conditions at the center of 
the flume within the relatively short flow length of the flume. 

Only a small number of flows have occurred that were deep 
enough to submerge the 1: 1 flume sidewall, and no observa
tions or measurements have been obtained to indicate pre
cisely when and if control is exerted on the flow by the side
wall contractions. Figure 35, for example, taken at flume 6, 
seems to indicate that the drawdown at the curved wall is 
local and does not appear to be affecting flow in the flume 
center. "Humped" water surface cross sections, such as 
shown in figure 14, plus similar ones noted in field observa
tion may reflect this condition. 

Curved wall contractions or other flow redirection at higher 
flows and approach velocities typically generate surface waves 
(Wilmet al. 1938), which would affect flow within a super
critical flume; however, model tests and field observations 
indicate that channel conditions at higher flows usually pro
duce relatively lower velocities at the channel sides. In fact, 
large standing waves, indicative of local supercritical flow 
conditions, are often observed in the channel thalweg. Under 
these conditions, a flume should not contract the natural 
channel width excessively, since it could generate waves 
affecting the flume measurement. 
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These observations indicate that the wall contraction (curved) 
region should be located to produce the critical flow control 
section at the same place that the sloping floor (throat) of the 
flume begins, so that the control section location will not 
change at increasing discharge. These observations also indi
cate careful judgment be exercised in extent of contraction 
used, with consideratiop. given to length-to-width ratio of 
flumes. For very wide channels, it seems reasonable not to 
expect control from wall contractions. 

These considerations were incorporated in the design of the 
Santa Rita flume, developed primarily for somewhat smaller 
capacity channels, which are described in the following chapter. 

FIGURE 35.-Photograph of flow at night through 
Walnut Gulch Flume 63.006 (date unknown). BN-48662 



Tbe Santa Rita Flume 

The previously described difficulties with weirs and venturi 
flumes and favorable experience with the Walnut Gulch super
critical flume in measuring sediment-laden flow prompted the 
development of an improved design for a supercritical flow 
flume. This flume was intended for use in small channel flow 
measurement, generally less than 4 m3/s (100 ft3s); however, 
there seems to be no reason for limiting.the size of the flume 
as long as certain proportions are maintained. The basic 
features and geometry of this flume are shown in figure 36. 
The name, Santa Rita, comes from the experimental area, 
south of Tucson, where the flunte was first extensively used. 
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FIGURE 36.-Generalized design features of the 
Santa Rita supercritical flume. 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

The flume design incorporates two improvements over the 
original Walnut Gulch flume. The slope of the floor breaks at 
the entrance to the throat defined by the walls, rather than at 
the entrance to the curved approach. No movement of the 
measuring section should occur, therefore, for flows over the 
entire measurable range. Also, curvature of the approach wall 
has been reduced somewhat to decrease the tendency of waves 
to develop in the throat when flow direction changes too 
rapidly at the entrance walls for high entrance velocities. The 
length of the throat of such a flume is arbitrary, although the 
designs illustrated here are intended to insure that the super
critical drawdown profile is well developed upstream from the 
measuring section for the largest flow expected. Another 
important design consideration is that the distance below the 
measuring point to the flume exist be longer than the deepest 
flow expected. This is necessary to prevent modification of 
the hydrostatic pressure distribution at the measuring section 

by the downstream overfall. As a rule of thumb, the measur
ing section should be at approximately two maximum depths 
downstream of the critical section, and the flume exit should 
be at least one and one-half depths beyond the measuring 
section. 

One flume was rated at full scale in the 2.44-m (8-ft) wide tilt
ing recirculating flume at the Engineering Research Center, 
Colorado State University. The data are shown in figure 37, 
along with computer simulation using both Manning's and 
Chezy's roughness relationships. 
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FIGURE 37.-Rating by hydraulic tests and by com
puter simulation for a 2.1 m3/s (7S-ft3/s) Santa 
Rita flume. 
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Dimensions and ratings for several sizes of the Santa Rita 
flume are presented in Appendix C in both English and metric 
dimensions. The ratings assume that the Santa Rita flumes 
with capacity smaller than S m3 /s (100 ft3 /s) are made of 
metal, and all others are assumed made of concrete. Our 
experience suggests that after construction, a single rating 
point should be taken during low flow by volumetric measure
ment of discharge at the downstream overfall. At low flows, 
if flow at the measuring point is nearly at normal depth, the 
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rating gives a value of roughness for use in the computer 
rating. Then, a more accurate rating can be simulated. Small 
errors in estimation of flume roughness do not significantly 
affect higher flow ratings. 

Some judgment is appropriate in designing the length and 
expansion of the approach. This depends on the width and 
slope of the stream channel at the site. Suggested approach 
curvatures and lengths are shown. Since the approach floor 
has no longitudinal slope, the alluvium will form a bar on the 
approach floor, which will taper out before the critical section 
where flow accelerates. This has been observed to occur at all 
installations to date. 

The first such flume was made of concrete, using gunite and 
metal screeds to control the finished shape; however, most of 
the other early flumes were made of steel, constructed in the 
shop to be moved to the measurement site. Appendix D 
shows typical fabrication plans for a metal Santa Rita flume. 

If ZF - oo (fig. 36) or the floor section is flat, the Santa Rita 
flume becomes trapezoidal, recalling the early design of 
Robinson (1961). In this version, the stilling well intake is 
located in the sloping wall adjacent to the floor intersection. 
This design, while sacrificing some lower flow sensitivity 
(depending on the floor width), has the advantage of a stilling 
well intake that traps far less sediment than the flumes with a 
V-shaped floor, where much of bedload flows directly over 
the intake slots. The trapezoidal shape, with ZF - oo, cannot 
be simulated by the computer program in appendix A without 
minor modifications. 

A method for handling the high exit velocities needs to be 
devised. A rock-lined (preferably cement-mortared) depression 
in the bed, into which the flume can discharge, has worked 
well at one location. In other sites in the Santa Rita range, 
the channel is sufficiently rocky that artificial downstream 
protection has not been required. Natural pools developed 
and apparently became stabilized, providing an energy dissipa
tion pool during flow periods. Several large Santa Rita flumes 
are presently (1979) being installed in a watershed in Mississippi. 
These are located in erodible sand material; therefore, down
stream scour protection is being designed by model testing. 

In general, channels where sediment and stream velocities 
require supercritical flumes have relatively steep channel 
slopes and do not have tailwater inundation problems. After 
flume installation, a transition period of upstream bed accre
tion and limited downstream degradation should be expected. 
The original Walnut Gulch flumes were installed nearly a meter 
above the channel bottom; however, from experience gained 
since installation, this now seems unnecessary. Considerable 
upstream accretion has taken place at each flume over a period 
of several years, and the drop to streambed at the down
stream edge of the flume is now a potential safety hazard. 
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Weir Extension Flume 

One method developed to reclaim measurement stations where 
weirs are being inundated with bedload sediment is construc
tion of a supercritical V -shape or triangular flume just below 
the weir. The former weir becomes the upstream cutoff wall 
for the flume, as shown in figure 38. As in the Santa Rita 
flume, the length of the measuring section should lie at least 
one and one-half depths upstream of the flume exit to reduce 
the effects of the free overfall on the pressure distribution at 
the measuring section. 

Appendix C includes dimensions and rating table for two 
sample triangular flumes. Local entrance flow conditions will 
determine whether it is necessary to construct approach walls 
for a site where a weir is being converted. 
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FIGURE 38.-A supercritical flume design which 
uses an existing V-notch weir for an upstream cut
off wall. 



Sensing Water Level in Heavy Sediment Conditions 

Problems arise in sensing water level in a supercritical flume, 
not due to the velocity of the flow, but due to the nature of 
the flow. These are (a) rapid rise in flow depths, (b) high sedi
ment loads, and (c) long periods of no flow. These conditions 
can occur also in subcritical flow flumes. 

The first and third conditions constitute a hydraulic problem 
in stilling well design; for each event, the stilling well must 
first be filled from water flowing through the flume before 
flow depths can be recorded. Times to peak flow of only a 
few minutes are not uncommon even for flows of more than 
100 m3 Is, and the recorded level will lag the flume level by as 
much as several minutes. Large sediment traps need to be 
provided under the intake in the flume to deal with the high 
sediment leads. Records obtained from the stilling wells origi
nally constructed in the Walnut Gulch flumes are affected by 
all of the above conditions. Flows are often obscured by sand 
deposition in the stilling well after only an hour or two of 
flow. Figure 39 shows the extent of sand accumulation in the 
original intakes. This typically must be removed after each 
flow event. 

An ideal water-level sensor would operate without taking on 
any volume of water from the low. The nitrogen bubble gage, 
with a servomanometer follower, has this feature; however, 
there are serious problems in locating a bubble orifice in the 
boundary layer of a high-velocity heavily sediment-laden flow 
such that it will (a) not disturb the flow so as to record a 
biased value of the local hydrostatic pressure, and (b) not 
allow sediment to enter and clog the gasline. It remains to be 
demonstrated how this can be accomplished for reliable 
operation in field situations. In order to sense low flows, the 
bubble outlet must be located at the center notch of a 

V -shaped floor, where exposure to bedload sediment is most 
extensive. An experimental installation of a bubbler gage in a 
Santa Rita flume is presently (1979) being evaluated. The out
let tube for nitrogen is installed near the notch of the floor 
but at a slight upward angle. The resultant tube opening, cut 
flush with the flume floor, presents an elongated elliptical ori
fice to the floor. 

Two electronic depth-sensing devices, a sonar and pressure 
transducer, have been used at flume 63.006 to measure stage. 
Both have the ideal characteristic of not taking any volume of 
water from the flow and, thus, have no intake and stilling 
well problems. 

The sonar transducer functions by measuring the time that a 
high-frequency audible sound wave travels to a reflecting sur
face and returns to the transducer. Care must be used in posi
tioning the transducer with respect to the flow surface, but, in 
general, the instrument has proved to be quite reliable and 
durable. It has given resolutions of stage sufficient to plot all 
the flow profiles illustrated in figures 17 through 20. 

The pressure transducers used have had a measuring surface 
about 2 em in diameter on which the strain is measured flush 
with the flume floor. These are commercially available 
models. Pressure transducers with small tubes leading to the 
measuring surface were not used because sediment could plug 
the tubes, and air could easily be trapped inside. These trans
ducers measure the stage very accurately when functioning; 
however, the types used to date have not proved durable for 
the rigorous demands of stage measurement in the field condi
tions. Damage of the measuring surfaces occurred quite 
readily, and shifts in the zero calibration were a common 

FIGURE 39.-Technicians removing sand from 
beneath the intake plate at Walnut Gulch Flume 6. 
Sand completely seals the intakes, often after a 
few hours of flow. BN-48663 
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occurrence. With improved design of the mounting (later 
pressure transducers were mounted inside a small intake box 
to protect them) and associated electronics, a pressure trans
ducer may prove to be most useful for fixed-position mea
surement of stages. 

Design of Stilling Well Intake for Sediment Conditions 

The most common water-level sensor is a float located in a 
stilling well. An optimum design would (a) take on a mini
mum volume of water (considering an intial dry or unfilled 
system), (b) respond quickly to water surface elevation 
changes, and (c) trap all sediment (other than wash load) 
prior to entering the stilling well. The first two requirements 
are compatible, but the large amount of sediment entering the 
intakes obviates the desired condition of minimum volume of 
water in the stilling well system. In addition, reduction of 
sediment entry by using a small surface area for intake slots 
reduces the dynamic response of the stilling well considerably. 
The effect of differences in fluid density between flow and 
stilling well on the recording accuracy has been discussed 
previously by Ree and Garton (1971). 

Good water-level measurements in heavily sediment-laden 
flows are difficult to obtain because the lowest point, where 
intakes should be located, is also the point most exposed to 
the bedload movement. A reasonable compromise design 
would include the following: 

1. A minimum diameter of stilling well, and, thus, a narrow 
but possibly deeper float, so that the float volume is large 
enough to overcome drag within the recorder mechanism. 

2. A pipe connecting the intake with the stilling well that is as 
short as practical and of a diameter that balances head loss 
with minimization of volume. This pipe should also have 
no interior high points where air can be trapped. 

3. As much volume for deposited sand storage below the 
intake slots as practicable. The expected flow duration, 
bedload, and intervals between servicing should be consid
ered in sizing. 

4. A slot area that allows water entry at a tolerable head loss 
for no more than the expected average rate of rise. 

In addition, the intake should be constructed so as to allow 
convenient servicing and cleanout. 

Figure 40 is a sketch of the generalized design being used for 
several supercritical flumes. Stilling wells are used that have a 
15-cm (6-inch) or 20-cm (8-inch) diameter. This restricts the 
float size and may prevent use of some of the larger water
level recorders. The float counterweight may have to ·be 
located outside the stilling well. 
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Tapered slots are milled into the intake plate perpendicular to 
the flow, with larger slot width on the inside. This helps 
reduce lodging of particles in the slots during inflow. Provi
sions are made at each installation to facilitate sediment trap 
cleaning and flushing. Little sediment deposition in the stilling 
well bottom has been observed, but cleanout must be provided. 

StillinQ Well, 
15 to 20cm Diameter 

Section A-A LA 
Side View i 

ii 
--1--Siot Arrangement Varies 

---- -~---- ... ,~ 

---- .a_ ___ .... / 

-. 
Top View 

FIGURE 40.-Example design of stilling well entrance 
for trapping sediment during ephemeral flows. 

Analysis of Lag in Stilling Well Records 

Stilling well systems may exhibit considerable lag in the 
recorded depth as compared with actual flow depth in the 
flume when rapid rates of rise occur. This is caused by both 
the volume of the intake system that must be filled and the 
resistance to flow through the intake plate orifices. For exam
ple, the original Walnut Gulch intakes with 0.9-m-diameter 
stilling wells, 0.61-m x 3-m (2-ft x 10-ft) intake boxes, and 
large connecting tunnels, altogether comprise several cubic 
meters of water (and sediment) storage volume. 

Flow records can easily be analyzed to estimate actual hydro
graph rise, which may be necessary if intake slot area is 
restricted to prevent excessive sand influx. Consider the intake 
slot as a simple orifice. The equation for head loss through 
the orifice is written as: 

1 v 2 
b.h=h -h =-_Q_ 

'f ° C/ 2g 

where b.h is the head difference across the orifice 
h1 is the head in the flume, L, 
h0 is the head at the orifice exit, L, 
Cs is the orifice coefficient, 
V0 is the velocity through the orifice, LIT, 
g is the gravitational acceleration, L/ T2. 

(22) 



We can also write continuity equations as follows: 

dhw 
q =A-

0 w dt 

in which A 0 is the orifice area, L2, 

q0 is the flow through the orifice, L2/T, 
Aw is the surface area at recorded depth, £2, 
hw is the stilling well depth, L, and 

tis time. 

(23) 

(24) 

Two cases may be distinguished. In the first case, the recorded 
depth hw is less than the notch depth h, such that h0 = hn 
and equation 22 becomes 

(25) 

Combining equations 23 and 24 into 25, and considering the 
change over time step /::).t, we have 

(26) 

In the second case, hw > hn and h0 = hw so that 

(27) 

Equations 26 and 27 are applied to the recorded sequence of 
flow depths of hw divided into several /::).t elements to calcu
late hf_t). A table of values for Aw<hw> describes the inlet 
system. One may also use equations 26 and 27 to solve for the 
entrance coefficient C5 if one or two observations of actual 
values of h1 and hw are available. C5 may be estimated from 
hydraulic handbooks and is about 0.65. 

Except in truly exceptional cases, lag correction for head loss 
through the intake plate and storage delay in the intake 
system is only necessary on the rising portion of a rapidly ris
ing hydrograph, and thus will ordinarily be necessary only up 
to the point where h1 s hw. 

Construction and Siting of Flumes 

The position of a flume in a channel is important. Among the 
items to be considered are (1) channel width, (2) channel 
depth, (3) channel slope, (4) channel sinuosity, and (5) foun
dation material. Following selection of the drainage area 
desired, the site must be selected and the measuring device 
designed to fit the limitations of the stream site. For example, 
the flume cross sections at the entrance and at the measuring 
section must fit reasonably in the channel. 

As previously discussed, some flow contraction is useful for 
control, but should be limited so that flow is not retarded to 
the extent that excessive ponding and deposition occur. 

Geologic conditions at the measuring site are very important. 
The presence or absence of foundation material that can sup
port the structure and its dynamic loads greatly affects the 
structural design and the costs. Where good foundation material 
is close to the channel surface, construction is relatively simple. 

The presence of geologically resistant material also eliminates 
the need for scour protection downstream of the flume; thus, 
the scour pool can form in the resistant material without con
structing an energy dissipator. At one location where the geo
logic material was insufficient to resist the anticipated scour, 
construction of an energy dissipator from reinforced concrete 
doubled the cost of the measuring station. 

Finally, the presence of cohesive material at the measuring site 
enables the structure to intercept flow that might exist along 
the axis of the stream, below the surface of the channel allu
vium. It is then possible to measure the total runoff or yield 
of the watershed with the exception of losses to deep ground 
water. Locations where flumes have been "keyed" into the 
bedrock assure minimum seepage under the structure. 

When locating a flume, care must also be taken to avoid 
bends in the channel immediately upstream. In straight chan
nel sections, the flow can be expected to enter the flume fairly 
symmetrically. Our experience suggests that the measuring sta
tion be located at least 10 flow widths downstream from 
channel bends. 

Numerous construction techniques can be used for the 
flumes, depending upon the foundation, structural, and eco
nomic conditions prevailing. On small stations, it has been 
most satisfactory to construct the measuring device from sheet 
metal. In these instances, the flume was shop-assembled on a 
rigid rectangular wide-flange steel support frame, which was 
subsequently transported to the field site and positioned into 
the channel with a backhoe or small crane. The upstream end 
of the wide-flange support frame was then set on a concrete 
footing. The downstream support was made of large, threaded 
bolts anchored in concrete. The upstream footing serves as a 
cutoff, and the bolts in the downstream footing enable accu
rate leveling to obtain the desired slope. Small flumes such as 
this can also be made of reinforced concrete or gunite. 
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Concrete has proved to be an economical construction material 
on many streams because of the availability of suitable aggre
gate in the streambeds. The bed material often has a size dis
tribution that is desirable for concrete aggregate and does not 
require screening and washing; thus, concrete costs can be low. 

With the low costs of concrete construction, the larger mea
suring devices have been made exclusively of concrete in such 
a way as to minimize forming costs. The earliest stations con
sisted of concrete cells with support walls 3 m (9 ft) on 
centers and 30 em (12 inches) thick rising from the bedrock to 
a point about 30 em (12 inches) below finish grade. The 
honeycomb-type substructure cells were backfilled with the 
channel alluvium to provide additional structural support. 
The floor and walls were poured over the substructure cells. 
On some of the more recently constructed stations, upstream 
and downstream cutoff walls were connected by longitudinal 
and transverse walls to form a T -beam floor support. The 
openings were backfilled and compacted for additional support. 

FIGURE 41.-Flume construction in early stages 
with form construction just beginning. BN-48664 
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The earliest large measuring stations were made by pour 
forming the 1: 1 sidewalls and the entrance parabolic sections. 
Control was obtained by stretching piano wire between exten
sions of the slope above and below the final grades. All layout 
control was made to ± 3 mm ( ± 0.01 ft) in the x-y-z planes. 
Forms were reused numerous times. The last few flumes were 
constructed by "shooting" gunite into place. Steel screeds 
were fixed at the finish plane slope, and the gunite concrete 
was then applied and struck off to the finish grades. This 
technique proved superior to ordinary forming methods. 

On the floor sections, screeds were installed at the final grade, 
and the concrete pours were finished to the grade of the 
screeds. Control accuracy of ± 3 mm ( ± 0.01 ft) was main
tained in the x-y-z planes. 

A series of construction photographs for the large flume at 
the outlet of Walnut Gulch are shown in figures 41 to 43. 



FIGURE 43.-Flume construction showing pouring 
of the floor area with screed controls in the foreground. 

BN-48666 

FIGURE 42.-Flume construction showing honey
comb floor support structure. Foreground honey
combs have been backfilled with gravel in prepara
tion for floor pouring. BN-48665 
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Summary 

No flume can be expected to solve hydraulic measurement 
problems for all conditions at any one site, much less to be 
ideal for a range of flow conditions at different locations. 
Nevertheless, for many heavily sediment-laden flows at high 
velocities, the flumes described in this bulletin have proved 
superior to presently available alternatives. For many condi
tions supercritical flow is necessary to transport the sediment 
load through any measuring device, and no other commonly 
used flume would be a suitable measuring facility. 

Flumes made exceptionally wide to fit the geometry of chan
nels require extra control measures, such as the porous con
trol dikes in the approach channel described in this bulletin, 
to insure good flow control. Where the length of the flume is 
sufficiently greater than its width, extra control measures are 
not necessary. Ratings for several flume sizes are given in 
Appendix C. 
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Results of laboratory model and computer simulation experi
ments reported here indicate that Santa Rita flumes con
structed with a wide variety of proportions may be rated with 
reasonable accuracy by computer simulation. The computer 
program is listed in Appendix A. 

Extra care in design and maintenance is required to insure 
that the high sediment concentrations associated with high
velocity ephemeral flows do not interfere with measurement 
of depths by conventional float methods. Corrections for lag 
between the flume and stilling well water levels are necessary 
if the stage change is rapid. Use of bubble-type water level 
sensors may be a practical method, although present experi
ence is insufficient to evaluate this technique as applied to the 
special conditions of high velocities and high sediment con
centrations. Sonic transducers are useful devices for sensing 
sediment-laden water level where power is available, but 
require a permanent mounting above the flow. 
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Appendix A 

Computer program to determine measuring section depth (y m> 
for any given discharge, q, for a supercritical depth flume. 

Pt'<OG~ Ar-1 S T A~ ll A (I "4t-iU r tUU 1 f.:IUT t rAPE. S= 1 NPU Ttl A~t.b:UI.JTPUT) 
U 1 Mf. NS !UN H ( J. 1 ) t X ( 1 l ) t A ( 1 1 ) t ¥1 ( J l ) t V ( 11 ) t f ( 11 ) '~ ( 11 ) 'SF ( 11 ) tl ( 11 ) t 

1·r 11 Lt. (n) 
CUMMUN lFtwFtlfltl~ 

~ ~i~8~~!l8AJ !f!~~,nx,E~s,OPT,FRtSZ,x~s 
C * wF = WIUTH OF fLOOH SECTIU~ 
C * lf = LATERAL SLOPE OF FLlJMf FLOOR SrCTJON =COlAN OF ANGLE TO HOQJZON 
C * OX = RUUTlNG I~Tt~VAL DlSTANCf IN FT. 
t * fPS = CONVfRGENCE ~~LATTVE E~RO CRITERION 
C *OPT = ~~INT UPfiONt ~~INTS kESULTS AT EACH SECTION AND Q IF .GT. 0. 
c * Fw = F~t>UOF. NO. AT UPSTRf.AI"l SECTION 
f * SZ = LO~GllUUl~AL fLUME SLOPE = TAN OF ANGLf TO HO~IlON 
C * .X.,.,S =DISTANCE F"~Ofwl UPSl~EA~ CONTROL SFcT·ION TU "'1EASURING SECTION 

~tAOt5.10b) WMAXtOLUtALPHtCHF.EHtfODYtH~Xtl~ 
( * ~MAA = MAA. ~ISC~ARGE IN CFS FOR ~HJCH HATING IS DESIRED 
C * OLY lS STAPTlNb ~INIMUM VALUE OF Ol~CHA~GE IN AATJNG 
C * ALPM IS ENLU~Y CUEF~IClENT FOR OPEN CHANN~L FLOW 
L * C~F 1S ~OuGHNESS Cll~FFICIENl = 1.4~/N FOR MANNING LAW IN FT.-SEC. SYST~~ 
( = CJ-tfZY C !N FT.•SEC. SYSTEM F:>R E~=.S 
f * M~T~IC CHEZY CNF : O.SS2*(fNGLlSH CHEZY) 
C * METKlC MAt.JtHf.tG C~F:!: }./MANNING N 
C * ER iS ~OUbHN£5~ LA~ EXPUNENT 0~ HYUPAULIC HAOIU~t ~. 
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t * tiM)( = MAA lt·IUM IJf.fJ f !-! 1\ r CONTHOL TO HF CONSIDERED • !1.1US T BE CH • Dt:.~Tt-t 
C COHHESPONUJNG 10 QMAX 
t * lW = SLOPE Of ~LUME SlOfwALL : COlAN OF ANGLE lU HORIZON 

~tAO<~•llO> 1PWti~ET 
C * lHEf = 0 fON FT. - SEC. ~YSTEMt IM£T GT. o. FOR METER • SEC. SYSTEM 
C *** IP.- IS PI\RAM. FO~ FLOO~ ANO W.t\Ll. CQNF!G. (:1) OR FLO'lR O~LYC=O> • 

Wt'<Ilttu,JOl> 
Wt-<lli::.(6tlfJj) llllf:. 
lF(lMt.l) 2Jtf.'3t?.l 

~! ~:J = 'l.ti06b~ 
lj I~ ll L = 3 H M • 
Ui~ll l) = 3HCM~ 
wHifEC6tll~> 
''u r o ?4 

i? 3 (; = ~ 2 • 1 7 ?. 
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ltLAG = U 
XC.H = o. 
CNM : 1 .ICKF /CRr 
w\..l = ~f 
HCwl = n.S*wCl/ZF 
All = t1tl*t1Cl*lF 
~~" = S~WT(AC1**1*G/ALPH/~Cl) 
wr<llttbtlO~) UTRtHCl 
r~ : PLlJ 
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Q CUNllNUt 
C:, It <lJ.GT •'·'lH.!\I'ilJ. TtJ~.LT .1) GO TO l~iO 

CALL CkL0C(WtQTRt~Cl> 
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Computer program to determine measuring section depth (y m> 
for any given discharge, q, for a supercritical depth flume -Con. 

It· (Jl~<.LT.I.~) 60 TO 16 
w~llf_(~t})'/) HH 
til) TU 200 

16 1f(HH- HM~) }2tl~tll 
11 Ht-1 : HM~ - • ':) 
12 1 f-' ( HH - hC 1) 13 t 13 t 14 
13 ZL : lF 

(:;:.J 10 15 
14 Zt. : Zw 
1~ CALL A~lA(HHtXCRtACt~CtHTktRCtA~H,RPH) 

uriY : AC/W(; 
PC: ~/~H/S~HT(b/ALPH) - AC*SYRT<OHY) 
PLP = UH1**1.5*l7- 1·~*S0RTCOHY)*APH 
t)t = PC/PCP 
HH : HH - UC 
li·(AHS(lJ(.) • EPS> lbt10tl0 

1 A rl ( 1) : HH 
CALL AWEA(H(l)tXC~,A(1),W(l)tHTHtk(l)tAPHt~PH) 

2S CL = l.ICR~/~Q~r<~l) 
H:) = o. ·'"*nt-1 

C ---- FIND t\IOt-<MAL SUPE~CQ 1 TICAL OEP r H, H~ 
I r NC = 0 

26 CALL Ak£A(rl5tXCRtAStW5tHTt~St~PHtRPH) 
!INC= ITNC + 1 
IF (llNC - ~0) ?Htcdt29 

2Y wklTF..<btll~> Q 
Gu TO lU(I 

?A F~ = AS*HS**~R - LC*Y 
FS~ = A~H*HS**f~ + ~S*fHI~S**<l•-FR>*RPH 
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ft.P = t-SIF~~ 
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I t- ( A tiS ( T E: P ) - f_ P S ) t! l , ? I ' C: f:l 
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F I'( l'i = 0 I " S I ~ t.J R T ( G * • '> .. AS I "' ~I A I. ~ H ) 
WHlTE<htlld) F~r~ 

]0 lfCR = U 
V ( 1 ) = \-J I A ( 1 ) 
l ( l ) = 11) • - S l *XC~? + • i ( 1 ) 
E(.L) = l<l> + ALPH*V<l)**~/G6 
~ f < 1 , = c ~h.,* ~ < 1 > * v < 1 > 1 ~ < 1 > * * < t • * un 
LU~ = XC.K/IJ.X 
r) ~ l : ll X ~ ( L P A. + 1 ) - .( C '~ 
M = INl (XM:,/UX) - LUX. + 1 
Jt-UH\1- .U 3h3lt33 

31 M : M - 1 . 
ll.~l : DX + 0Al 

33 1.(1) = XC!-l 
T!:::t = XMS - .(C~ 
0 U ~ 0 1 = 2 , roil 
OlfF = o. 
I~ (1-~> .3'it3:>t 36 

3~ t)AJI. : ()X 1 
tiU 1 0 37 

36 UAX = r•x 
C ----- tSJ Itv~ATt DE.I-'TH td 1\!Fa.T 5t:CI [0•-4 

37 )((!) = X(J-lJ + ~).X)( 
I)~ :: X ( l ) - AC:R 
P~ : o.Jn + o.2h*US/TS 
to>= 1-'r< + <1. - P~)*(l. - U.t.X/flX) 
t-4 ( 1) : H ( I -1 ) *P 
llt.H = (J 
IlL = l 

4(1 llt.R=!TE.~+l 
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Computer program to determine measuring section depth (y m> 
for any given discharge, q, for a supercritical depth flume-Con. 

!f C 1 It~ - ~0) 44t44•~4 
~q WH11EC~tlll) Q 

bU TU 100 
44 HIM : l.OOl*nS 

Htl): A~-Al<HHo1tH(l)) 
H ,. 1) = AM IN 1 ( H ( 1) t ~ ( 1•1) ) 
lll) = ltl. • SZ*XC!) + H(J) 
CAL. L ARE ~ ( H C 1 ) t X ( I ) t A f I ) t w ( I ) • H T 1-l , R ( I ) t A J.> H ' ~ J.> t'l ) 
[f(~(l)) 4~•42t4l 

41 lf(ll~R-10) -3t43t4~ 
42 WWITE.C6tl0~) X(ll,H(J),tJr-4TTLtO!FF,JTEt< 
43 V(l):lJ/A(I) 

Sf(J) : CN~*~<I>*V(l)/Rtl>**<2.*ER> 
VP : -Q*APH/A(})/A(l) 
e: ( 1 > = 7 (I) + ALPn*V (I) *V (I) /GG 
F = E<l•l) • .~iOXX*CSFCl-ll + SF(I)l- EOOY*ALPH*CABSCVt:l>**2- V 

1(1•1>**2))/Gu • F<I> 
F~ = -.~*CNM*OXX*C?.*V(l)*V~/PCI>**(2.*~R) • V(I)*V(IJ*2•*f~*~P~/~ 

}(1)**<1.+2.*tR))- ALPH*(1. + f00Y)*VCI)*VP/ <.; • 1. 
OlfF = F/FtJ 
rH I) = H (J) - 0 IFf
lf(AH5CUIFf) - E~~) 4HUt40t40 

61 XCH : XCw + l. 
f31J T 0 10 

4AH 1t"l01-'T)50t~Ut49 
4q FHA= V<IJ/SWkT<b*All)/~(1)/ALPH) 

IF<t.L.T.M) WHJTE(h,!OS) X(l)th(}),UNllLtFRXtUlFFtlTER 
SO CUNTINut. 

F~A: VCM)/S~RTCG~A(M)/W(M)/-LP~) 
~H l T E. Cfu l 0 1) (H t JN 1 T iJ, ~ ( M) tlJ'" IT L • FH X 

1 0 0 I)L = (,) 
H = ALtH110 ((H + l.F-ul 
[f (f:i) •. it'+t4 

--~ J = lNT lti) 
JCI"t = J-1 
t;u TO t. 

4 ,Jl:H = INT (d) 
b V~AN : ti-fLOAl (J(H) 

uCY = l.fl 
It· ( ~ "'1 AN .L T • 0 • :3tH ) 0 C W : • I 
DW : tJCtJ* 10 • u** ( JCH) 
;~ = w + I.JQ 
If(~ - l./~A)() 9tl:lt 7 

1 If'(WL-<JMAX+ .OOOJ) t~tl50tl5U 
ii IJ = l.IMA )( 

f)U lu 'I 
15tJ ~i:.AO <'.) • 1 1 tJ) 1 CON I 

lf-(lCONI)20Ut?OOtl 
200 CUNTl~UE . 
101 F'VHMAf(tiAlu} 
lUl FUHMtUC1HltlVX*fHJ5 P~0(;•-<4•"' .. i1POTHESIZES ~1\TlNG CURVE FOk ~ ~ G~l~ 

lr" FLlJMt. HY DlR~:cr SltP COMPIJTATJ()N OF FLOW tJHOFILEt*/9Xt*ASSUMl~G 
?.THAI\I~dTlON llf C~IIJCAL ~~-CTlON f-"0~~ FLUW AHOVE. FLOOR 111/ALI.. lNTE.~~ECT 
JIUN*/lOA*A~ SPFCI~l~O AY ~UH~OtJTINE CHLOC*/) 

1 U 3 f UH M A l ( l t1 0 , l. \1 X t H t\. 1 0 I ) 
104 FO~~ATllH t~A*AL~H~ = *Fh.4•*• RUUGHNlSS = *F'~.3•*• EOU1 LOSS HATI 

lU = *F6.4/lOX* SJO~ ~LO~f fiF FLOOR =l/*F4.1•*• FLOOR WIOlrl = *F5.2 
2•*• ~MAA = *Fl0.3t*• UfLrA ~ = *F6.J/l0Xt*CUNWE~GENCF CRlfERlO~ = 
3 *F~ebt*• 0fL.TA X ALO~G fl004 = ~F6.2/15Xt*f NO. AT FLOJ~ CONIRUL 
41~ *FH.~/20Xt* 11YIJ~!\UL.lC fXPONfNT IS *fl0.6/) 

105 FU~MAl (lH t4Kt*A1 X= *F~.~'*' ~= *FB.~tA3t*t fR= •rB.6t*• UlFF= *F 
lH•~•*• AFT~H *l~•* llEHAfJONS*) 

lOh F'OHMAf(df}u.u) 
ltl7 fOHt-lAf(lH t~Xt*FU~ fLOW OF *FCI.3tA3•* • DEPlH AT ._.EASURING St:CllOI\J 

l !S *~l.4tA)•*• Fk =*FH.h) 
]OR FUHMAfClHOt?UXt*Al *F~.t•A3t* F~0M START Of FLU~E, C~IflCAL UE~TH 
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Computer program to determine measuring section depth (y m> 
for any given discharge, q, for a supercritical depth flume-Con. 

liS *F6.4tAJt* t ~URMAL UEPT~ IS *F6.4tA3t* t lTC~ =*I~> 
lOQ FUkMAl ()HOt5At*C~LCtJLi\lf_lJ Q f(j~ l~ANS!TlON FHO~ FLOOH f~ wALL CONT 

lKOL IS *f"-8.~-4•*• lkANSlTIOI\I tJf.-f-'TH JS *F8el~/) 
'll(J FUHMAT<~l5J 
lll FUHMAI(* P~S~F.:IJ fu "tE.<T 0 WHF:f! lfER G.T. 20 AT f) =*Fl2.4) 
112 FUkMAf(* NuJ~NI OtPTH NUI FUUNf) AT 20 ITE.R FOR Q = *flc.2) 
ll] FUt~flo1A f ( Ht t 3 ( 5X t F l?. • 7) ) 
114 FO~MAf(lH tlUX*FLU~t. SLOP[ IS *FI.5t* UlST. TO ~E'ASIJRl~G SECTION 

11~ *Ft>.c> 
llS FU~MAJ(/40rl ALL UJ~ENSlu~S IN METERSt Q IN M**J/SEC/) 
116 FUH~AT(/33H ALL OJMENSJUNS IN FEtT, Y IN CF~/) 
111 FUHMAI t2?.H ~ALL SlO~ SLOPl IS li•F7.4J 
11~ FU~MATt* NUHM4L FLU~ FHOUnE NQ. =*FA.6) 
119 FOHMAT(!-JIIH (;~JriC#\l OEt-JTH NOT CUr~VE:tH;EO AT 2b lTf.RS. T~lAL= tF9.c:;) 

E.r-40 
SU~RUUTlNf (HlOCCWtYT~tAC4) 
CUMMUN /StwFt TZtlW 

C ****** TnlS vt~S!ON·APPLIES TU Fl0ME~ ~HICH HA~E FlXEn CONf~OL AT A= O. 
X\.H :: O. 
1-fl:.fU~N 
f.NI) 
SU~ROUllNE ~~EA<~tXtAtWtHIRtHtAPHtRPH) 
COMMON lFt~Ftllltl~ 

C ** hilS \IEHSION uOOu FO~ FUJMf:S wJTHUIJT C~ITICAL SECTION SHIFT CK3iU 
A~t1 = n. 
Ht"'H : n. 
~~ :: ~F 
/w = S~HT(l. + /F*ZF) 
Hit< : WF*.!:)/lF 

C ----- HT~ l~ I)E~TH u~ FLOOR ~ALL INfERSECTION AT K 
1 F ( H T ~ - H) 3 0' t? C1, 2 U 

21J A = 11*H*ZF 
''i = 2. * ~1 * Z F. 
~ :: A/(t:'e*M*.l.Q) 
It- ( 1 T l) 79t?'lt~l 

~l At"'H = t?e*H*lf 
~~H :: /~/7W - A/C~.*H*H*l~) r4 Cv~l INU~ 
HI:. I URN 

:iO A= Hh<*t-1Tr(*LF + (d-Hf..,)*(tii/J+ (H-~Il~)*l~) 
4 = ~1 +(H•HIR)*?.*l~ 
/Wri = ~WRTlJ. + lw*l~) 
~ = A/(~.*HTH*/~ +(rl-~f~)*/0~*2•) 
I r- < 1 T l > ·-. 9 , ~i"' , .3 l 

31 dt"' t-1 : H - H T H 
At"'H :: wl + ?.*H~M*lw 
j.) = 2 • * b T R * 71~ + 11 p flit* r. • * l 0 N 

~Prl : A~H/t"' - A/~l~*l•*l~~ 
~..., cur-..1 1 ·~lJf:. 

~t:.lU~N 
E•111J 
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Appendix B 

Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions. 

WALNUT 'Utt~ FLUME NO ls ~OCATED NJAR TOM,ST~Ni, ARIZONA EXP, NO. 1, . t LED APPROACA,o C ARGE COE FICIEN S 0 1 TO 40 MODEL 

FLUME DISCHARGE CONTROL 
UPITRIAM APPROACH 

TEST PROTOTYPE HYDRAULIC MAN~ING 
NO, OISC~AAGE .,.!AO c AREA RADIUS N 

(C,F,S.l CFT,l (SQ,f'T,, CFT,) 
t 1'904 10,]0 t,lJZ tosl;s 11.03 0.0&30 
~ 18~51 q,87 1,121 

97 ·"' 
18.3q o.o&ot 

ngn '·'~ 1,101 CJ27.4 ::n 0.0200 

" e e t·Ag& 840.~ o.o~oo § e'ue 194 .uo o.o 00 , 
foJ 9:1, t:ng 777:8 8,4~ o.ot.tCJl.l 

' 71b.7 7.'l o.ol.l5' 
8 1Ao5z 1

1
54 l:g;a 074.4 ~·"7 0.044' 

Q 1 0~0 e'qq o04 •. t. o:l~ 0.044! 
10 8581 e'io 1 CJ8 lta.9 o.otlu 1 1 •uoo o:oo t:oe9 b3 l.l o,8b 0,04. 
1j 8754 &.~u t·A~I s4e:' ···~ 

0,04 
81~8 t· ~ " ' ' 0.04$/J la a=&&a 47 :o t·i4 o.o4.2 

15 ~ooi rae "•$·' ~·s 0.051' 
~~ 616 .. '!8 (} :941 4~ 2 :,, 0 05 

54b8 s: ~ 8·:t~ j 4:8 "· . o:o" a 
18 4178 &b.4i 4.05 o.ol6fl 

~6 3901 4 1 74 o'T 1 ljb q ~.so o.o:s•o 
12531 11:§0 1:133 tt 9:o 1 .o; o.ottoo 

it 431b 11 " 1,1~~ 1 qq l 12 b o.o&78 
22 1»17~ 12:01 1. 1 1~b2:7 11:2e o.of>tl 
23 1014 0 44 1.1~~ 10.1.4 1.10 o.o•~s 

u 1:~~ to:7~ a·;~ 1~~~:$ 1j.b1 0 0' 4 4 4 ,4i o:o 73 
3405 4

1
40 o:10l 2A4.7 3,20 o.oJoC) 

3obg 4'io 0,7] iU:8 i=U 0.0)1~ 2A IZJ& u'oz 0 70 o.o 7& n )
1
84 g=~~~ +8.t o.oJql 

tCJe7 )'48 t q.o z:46 o.o b1 
toOO 'tz 0 7 ~ 11.&4.6 1. 2 O.OJ84 

32 1J5c 2'q! o:1a 1~4:~ t.es 0,0359 

J~ 1 9o 3
1
2 0,711 2.0~ o.oJr l2CJo ~:~i 0,647 117.8 l,bi 0 0 ' 

l~ 155 8:Jql 14~:J 1.4 o·oJ t 
tg~~ 1:!7 1.30 o:oJSI 

37 2 1 3~ 0,80~ 87,4 1.23 0,034 ,; 78i o.e. 7q.5 1.14 0.034~ 

t~ a'g" 0,8 l ., .. l·o• o.ouoz 
40 t' l 0,.34 4 .l .o2 0,0424 
41 44i 1

1

7~ o.qr 44.0 1.2t 0.043' 
42 4(\ t'o 0,9 2 "'i·o l·l o.ou5§ 
43 rq t'oo 0 ' 0 3 .t .o 0.046 
44 00 t=~~~ o:~;l Jla4 1.01 0.0486 
45 54 t:f l=u2 

o.o o.94 o.o~os qo 08 zo.a 0,90 o.o ~ft 
4"1 184 t,oe 1~.4 0,86 o.ossu 
48 1~4 o,Q2 1:484 1 .. ~ 0.83 o.oeo~ 
uq 0,71 1,952 1.5 o.8'7 0.0100 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes I, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, II, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WA~NUT GULCH F~UME NOf ,6 L?CATED NEAR TOMB8TON!6 ARtZONAf EXPl NO. 1 
D SCHARGE CO[ FlCI!N S . R TO ZO MODEL, OLD FL OR, 8MOO H CH NNEL 

TEST PRgTnTVP~ FR~ME DISCHARGE 
NO, DI CHARG . AD C CONtROL AR A 

UP~TREAM APPRnACH 
HV RAVLJC MANNING 

. AO U N 

(C,F.S,) (FT,) (8Q·''·' CFT,; 
t ru 4 159 8:11~ 4911i·' l·i7 g-g•1a ~ ~80 4

1
44 o's .a b3 ":As 0 1 8 4 0 s t:A~ o:ol•J 4 ~04 l=~~t s::vt tJ1f7 t·t 0 011 5 es o:ot ~ b 1504 ·~ 0,780 " 0 .7 t: 1 o.ot 

1 !'*i 2. j 0,71! 
"'=r~ t:Ja o.ou 8 

1'90 
•• o 0,88 In :' 

o.o • 
0 s.eJ 0,7 0 0 6 

10 o2& 5,4 8:11~ •s• o:olo' 1 t ~~· 
4 q 

-soos:t 
a·o., o.o 8J u i oz 4 71 0,8,4 fill o.o 

4~4 z J A·! 4 lau:* ·oS 8:81U 0 8 
15 J2015 

6 ~· o: JS 840.7 :15 o.o 1" 19 o£8 e. l 8·9~i U9·t i.qq o.oz z 
12 8 I .,; 1. ]4 o.ott~ u lAg a o:1~1 r··= l.i8 0 01 

i ~g 8:.24 :ll:J 1.!4 o:otti euo • 1" o.ot 
jj ,1~ I 49 o.s;o eoa.o 0~ o.ots• 

IS ~==~~t I9l·J o:<~5 o.otr 23 482 o qo o.o s u 424 l 18 0 4~ 1u:e o·es o.o 0 

r6 i 10 &:al+ 
o:.,. o.otr 00 Iii "I 9 
o.•e o.oi • 

I! 
56 oq :7 g·n o.o I 
1~~ pt,~ 06 •• o.o, 

OJ •' •1o 

8:81'= 'ii t.a! t:!u ~f31·1 o:bb o •• , o.o 0 
32 } 1 1,48 10 • :o o.&J o.o 0 
J3 ·n 1,44 ~:819 • til II! o g•u o.o 84 
~~ 

l=jl 

1i'5 :o ·ti o.o 9~ 
0 '145 t ·~ .o o.o u 8· .i u•~~ .g o·r 8: 0fl9 It o• s r 0 
o:e~ eat:o o: ] o.8 t 

39 lo : s 8:j9t t41:1~~·o o. i o.onJ ~0 t'tt 154 .o o.o g.o,, 
"' 42 0 1:11 't66 0 o.a7 .oo 
:~ 11 t'o &:~t l "'t :o o.a& 0 04 u o'q9 r .o o ... , o:o411j 44 o'qt o.7&J i ~~:8 8:1a 8:81i· u~ o:e1 0.800 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

EX, wALNUT ~UbCH FJUM' NO ~' b~CATED NfAR ~~MBfTONE AR!fnNA * 4, N[W L OR, q~ SU.V£ , 8CHARG£ CO£ IC £NTS 1 FOR iiO MODEL 

TEST PRgTOTVPl FR~ME DISCHARGE CONTAflL 
U'STRfAM APPROACH 
MY RAULIC MANNING NO. OJ CHARG AD C AREA RADIUS N 

(C,F.S,) (,T,l CSQ.FT,) CFT.l 
144 ''go 6,&4 1,158 41'7 •• 4 .. 1, 

0. or~~ tg; Ul 1,53 3~1:~ 4 94 o.o 17 
·~0 

diU 
"·oo o.o ~0 

l:a b~~ U!:' 3·o~ o.o 0 
5 91 s'?t !." O.Oj5' 14q o•zo o'4 •ott 0 0 01 t;o 70 0 &'lo •·lU .,.:1 "·4· o:oss l· 1 btCJ7 '. 1 "9!· J:,t 0 OJ I sz ' .b s' l• OCJ o:o e; 

~~~ It~£ ~:;~ t:t"" l&s: 1=1~ o.oal · 
1 18 ctl.o o.o, l 155 o_,CJo s'21 1:1 4 3t2.o o.o •z 

1~9 J;;: 4
1

5~ l:i:l lib.4 2·1: o.o 46 
" 1 I ~-~ t:': o.o516 158 b:JCJ~ 0 J3 t.leo o.o t tSCJ 5CJ! ~ q I 14 &~:2 1.48 0.017 too 4~()8 II q~ :1~~ 8 .z .Ol o.o2~ Ui J,~~ 4 4 

4 ·" "' o.ol ; .7 1=r1 24.0 z:~, u.o r lb 

~~ ' t. 4 lgi=~ 1:3~ o.ol J tb4 3 71 1 2 0. 0 . 1 
b5 ~Jl i Sd t=As~ 17 ·~ 2.23 o.ori! lbe 48 16 z.4, 0.0 4R 

to~ 19CJ8 
3 fl o:9r 15,:7 l•eo 0.0 JO 

1b t8tfl 0,9 ! 11 b o.o &' lbq 6&2 3 0 0 q 
1 i:J l.'" o.ot 1 

t7n ISIS 3 oi o:e'18 1 ·" :sa o.otbq 
t7t })84 l"q 8:3jZ l t .a 172 27 7 04.g 
173 1100 :o4 o.e 1 9S 
174 tgot a•t! 0.1 q qs:z 1.00 o.ote' 175 42 0,8J8 1o.a 0,88 o.ot~ 
17b 751 2'07 1 l 0 ~·· 

o.83 o.ot~.tCJ 
177 bU l''e 6: '8 l·' 0.78 o.ot52 
l18 ~9o ··~ 0.11 0.014& 
17fl ]Q t'CJ 0,910 ~~:A 0.82 o.otal 
JAO 477 t'sq 0,868 lJ .2 O.J7 o.o1ZIJ 

81 ro 1
1

fl3 0,8b5 49.A o. i o.otuz 
182 q1 1

1
83 o.790 44 0.1 0,01417 183 iaJ 1. b9 o.e21 J1:t 0.1, o.olr 'JU t'o3 0,9~" 

li;l 
0.7 o.o t 

t8'5 23] t'53 0. 0 0.1 o.ol 5 
119 ~14 1 's 4 8:IIg o.l• o .. o 81 

00 t'4l e., o. i o.o 81 
188 174 t'4$ o.oca- 1.,. o.• 0.0294 l8fJ l1J l J3 0 :" 

4 o.e-6 O.Olt4 qo 0: 53 a:1 0.61 o.o1go 
t:~ tt7 t 2o o,e,4a zg.s o,sa o.ol z 

100 1 19 o.o5j t .z o.sz o.o fi2 
tq3 1q t 1 0 o.oA tS.b 0.50 0.0133 
1941 72 I 07 o,~»Jo 14.8 0.48 o.oll7 
lQ~ o§ l 04 o.ozo t4.1 o.ue O.OlbO 
lq& §8 01 o.ttot 13.; o.u1 o.or] 197 50 0 97 o.58J 12. o.uJ o.o 77 
tq8 l.tU 0 q~ o.i78 lA·~ o.r o.o '1 ttJ9 n 0 8 0 73 o. ' 0 0 s 
~00 0 85 o:s'~o to•o 0. 6 o:o 88 

Ot o aA o.~1q q"l o.r o.o~!n i02 0 7 8:4J8 e· o. 2 0.04 b 
20] tq {\ 75 a: o. q o.ouot 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WAl.~liT GUbyH ,~UME NO~ lf ~OCATE() NEAR 
SCH RGE CO FIC E 'TS 'OA l TO 

T~MB~~UNE, ARIZONA l M EL 

OlSCMARGf 
UP~TREAM APPROACH 

TE.ST PR~TOTVP~ FLUME CONTPOl. HV RAULTC to1ANNlNG 
N(l• ni CHARG HEAD c ARfA RADTUS N 

cc.F.s,l CFT,) (SQ.FT.) (''·' 
1 7o80 11 1 i0 1.0&7 385.1 CJ,SJ 0.0]89 
2 ~CJCJO 10,b0 l·8~~ r~.7 CJ.1'7 o.oJ7~ 

' 731 q,51 07 •• ,.JCJ o.o11 
Q aot 8 Q pui ISCJ. a:tl o.o331 
5 1§~40 .,.l, .1.4 o.olll 
(\ 

4 a~ 
8. 8 •lOl ~" q 7.85 o.o~J4 '7 ~~a a'a9 00 z a:~ 7.54 o.o 4~ f' ,. 1 t=tOCJ r8· 7.1CJ 0.034 q 358 7:1 toq tb.1 e..7i o.o1o7 

1 0 29ql b,o7 t:1t8 AH.b 
~:~7 o.o1J3 

1 t 2UOb '5,87 t.tl7 1'56 .. 2 o.o2 5 
12 1'1&5 5,~4 l·t~9 11a:~ "· 7 o.o2a; 13 2087 1§, 7 s. ' 0.04 
'~ 17bCJ a.Qs t=t!~ li!i.~ 4.76 o.oabt 
tb 1575 "·bi 1 t ._o "·1' o.ozas 
1 7 1345 "·~ 1:134 tg ·" 

rd 
o.o27& 

t: 1477 1·41 t:IU ,i·f n.olj' 55 o.o ~ 
iO 184 s'ts 10~ o4·s .48 0.02 t 
~~ !31 1:4~ 1:ot r· •ot o.ol43 

1 0 b 9:~ ·lo 0.0252 
2'5 S74 1'75 ~:a;t a~:t •gt o.o2o7 
2e 49 ·~q 1: 6 0.0287 
i1 Utb 2 1 

b o.CJ48 40. t.oJ o.o~84 
28 140 i 14 o.~lo n:s 1.46 o.o 08 
2q 75 1 91 o.<J 9 1.~7 g.oetQ7 
30 ZSt t 80 o.• 1 t·,3 .oJoe. 
lt ~l~ 1 75 0,989 J2.b o.oJo1 
12 t4u 1 11 0 CJS 1.3 t:t1 o.o12a 
13 t b4 o:qst 19. 1.01 o.o:ssa 
J~ 170 t ~8 o.92A 18.u o.<J" o.o120 

ttat t 1 o.au t.,_, o.eo o.n111 
let tto 1 45 o.774 15.5 
3' 95 1 39 o.710 tU.l 
l~ 7b t j2 O,oUJ tc.CJ lq 57 1 4 0.§&5 11.4 
40 '-'7 1 to 0. 47 q.q 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes l, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, ll, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WALNUT GU~CH FbUME NO 4, ~OCATEO N!AR TO~BSTON!~ AR!ZONA 
EXP, NO. t, UN ILLf APPRolcw, D &CHARGE C0£,,1Ct£NTI OR ttJO MOD!L 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes I, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7. 8, 11. and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WALNUT GUbyH FIUM~ NOt t I LU5AT~D NEAR TOMBSTONE, SCH RG CO F C ENT F R 1 TO 30 ~ Dfl 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes I, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, It, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WALNUT GUbCH ,~UME NOI 0 I LOiATED NEAR TOMBSTONE, 
ISCH RGE CO FtC ENT FOR l TO 30 ~ODEL 

ARIZONA 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

wALNUT Gu~gH FLU~f NO • 1, ~O~ATED N~AR TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA 
EXP, Nn. 4, PR ICTE.O P:ILL..; DISC A GE CO! 'f'ICIENTS FOR 1 TO JO MODf..L 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, ll, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

wALNUT GUbJH F~UME NOf 8f LOCATED 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes I, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, II, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 
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Selected model ratings of discharges for Walnut Gulch flumes 1, 2, 
3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 15 in prototype dimensions.-Con. 

WALNUT GULCH FLUME NU. 15, LOCATiO NEAR TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA 
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Appendix C 

Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of 
flow capacities. 
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SANTA RITA FLUME- TRIANGULAR SECTION 
DESIGN CAPACITY 0.5 m3/s 

I -J•--------r------~~~ 
> -1 

H 

~-~\HO;R~IZ;ON~T.~Al~-ssL===~~---------j_jl 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

L 

INTAICI AT 
~ IIIASUIUNG 

SICTION' 

J--...L...---L-----,t---""'T""---f ___.,. y 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

L 2.0 
T 2.7 
H 0.5 
w 2.0 
s 0.03 
z 2.0 

A > 1.0 -
c 2.0 

HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 
Q RANGE 

DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3/s MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.063 0.176 
1.2 0.06.9 0.190 
1.4 0.074 0.203 
1.6 0.078 0.216 
1.8 0.082 0.227 
2.0 0.086 0.238 
3.0 0.103 0.284 
4.0 0.117 0.321 
5.0 0.129 0.354 
6.0 0.140 
7.0 0.150 
8.0 0.159 
9.0 0.168 



Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY __ 1_._0 __ ~/s 

I 
< > 

c> 

\HORIZONTAL 

T 

-

S' 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

~--+WF 

T 

L 

Q RANGE 
MULTIPLIER 

1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

INTAKE AT 
1 .... --+MEASUitiNG 

SECTION 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

L 2.0 zw 1.0 
T 2.7 ZF 4.0 

H 0.8625 s 0.03 
w 2.0 A > 1.0 

WF 0.50 c 2.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3/s 

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
0 Ot...~ n 110 0 4C)1 
0.050 0.154 
O.Oll 0.168 
0.057 0.181 
0.059 0.193 
0.062 0.205 
0.075 0.257 
0.086 0.302 
0.096 0 .. 341 
0.105 0.376 
0.114 0.409 
0.123 0.439 
0.131 0.467 

-

--
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY __ 2_._0 __ rrr/s 

-1 
i> H 

II~,~.HO~R~IZ;ON;TA~L===s:--------- j 

58 

T 

VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

~---+-WF 

INTAKE AT 
--+-- iii 1._,--+MEASUitiNG 

: : SECTION 

L 

A 

TOP VIEW 

L 

T 

H 

w 
WF 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

2.0 zw 1.0 

2.80 ZF 4.0 

0.90 s 0.03 

2.60 A > 1.0 -
1.0 c 2.0 

FLUME RATI.NG 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3/s 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0 046 0 127 0 ,.., 1 

1.2 0.050 0.138 0.454 
1.4 0.054 0.147 0.494 
1.6 0.057 0.157 0.531 
1.8 0.060 0.168 0.567 
2.0 0.063 0.175 0.600 
3.0 0.075 0.214 
4.0 0.086 0.249 
5.0 0.095 0.281 
6.0 0.102 0.310 
7.0 0.110 0.338 
8.0 0.116 0.368 
9.0 0.122 0.388 



Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY 5 • 0 ~/s 

VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 
SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

.... --+WF 

INTAKE AT ----+-- =! i 1-..--+MEASURING 
iii SECTION 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

T L 2.50 zw 1.0 
T 3.50 ZF 4.0 

L 
H 1.25 s 0.03 

w 3.7 A >1.50 

WF 1.50 c 2.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3Js 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.045 0.125 0.359 
1.2 0.048 0.135 0.396 
1.4 0.052 0.145 0 430 
1.6 0.055 0.153 0.462 
1.8 0.058 0.161 0.493 
2.0 0.061 0.169 0.522 
3.0 0.073 0.200 0.651 
4.0 0.083 0.227 0.762 
5.0 0.092 0.253 0.860 
6.0 0.099 0 276 
7.0 0.106 0.298 
8.0 0.113 0.319 
9.0 0.119 0.340 
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY ----=1-..0 _ ~/s 

...,., .. ___ T ----..-t .. l 

1 
H 

I::~~~R~Iz;~;~;L:::::5:,------------_j_jl 

60 

T 

VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

..,....---+WF 

INTAKE AT 
--+-- ::: oiiii--+MEASURING 

:. :.: SECTION 

L 

A 

TOP VIEW 

L 

T 

H 

w 
WF 

SlOE VIEW, THROAT 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

2.5 zw 1.0 

4.5 ZF 5.0 

1.7 s 0.03 

5.0 A > 1.5 

2.0 c 2.0 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3/s 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.040 0.113 0,316 1.119 
1.2 0.044 0.122 0.347 
1.4 0.047 0.131 0.376 
1.6 0.050 0.139 0.404 
1.8 0.053 0.147 0.431 
2.0 0.055 0.154 0.457 
3.0 0.066 0.183 0.572 
4.0 0.075 0.206 0.672 
5.0 0.083 0.227 0.761 
6.0 0 090 0 246 0 843 
7.0 0.096 0.265 0.919 
8.0 0.102 0.282 0.990 
9.0 0 108 0 299 1 056 



Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY __ 5_0 __ ~/s 

1 
H 

I::;:~:RtiZ=~~l=AL:::::-------------- j 
S' 

T 

VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

~--+WF 

INTAKE AT 
-.--+-- :::!~--+MEASURING 

::: SECTION 

L 

TOP VIEW 

L 

T 

H 

w 
WF 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
METERS 

4.0 zw 1.0 

7.50 ZF 5.0 

3.0 s 0.03 

9.2 A > 2.5 

4.0 c 2.0 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN m3/s 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.01Q 0.107 _Q 29_8_ 0 s:t71 

1.2 0.042 0.116 0.323 0.963 
1.4 0.045 0.124 0.345 1.048 
1.6 0.047 0.132 0~365 1 12R 
1.8 0.050 0.139 0.383 1 ?oa 
2.0 0.052 0.146 0.400 1_._277 
3.0 0.063 0.175 0.476 1.601 
4.0 0.071 0.198 0.544 1.878 
5.0 0.079 0.219 0.606 2.124 
6.0 0.085 0.238 0 665 
7.0 0.091 0 .. 254 0.720 
8.0 0.097 0.270 0.773 
9.0 0.102 0.284 0.82_3_ 
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

62 

SANTA RITA FLUME- TRIANGULAR SECTION 
DESIGN CAPACITY 12 tt7s 

~1•~------T----~~-~ 

-1 
~ H 

-.,~IH~O~RI~Z~iffia~L~-ssL=~==~------__j _ _jl 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

L 

INTAKE AT 
.,__MEASURING 

SECTION 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

L 6.0 

T 8.0 

H 1.4 

w 5.4 

s 0.03 ....,._.__.._ __ ,__ __ -..----t ___.. y 

z 2.0 

A 4.0 

c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN FEET AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q , RANGE IN tt3 /s MULTIPLIER 

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
1.0 0.044 0.119 0.330 0.906 
I 2 0.129 0.358 0.981 
1.4 0.138 0.383 
1.6 0.146 0.406 
1.8 0.154 0.428 
2.0 0.058 0.161 0.448 
3.0 0.070 0.193 0.536 
4.0 0.079 0.220 0.608 
5.0 0.087 0.243 0.670 
6.0 0.095 0.263 0.726 
7.0 0.101 0.282 0.776 
8.0 0.107 0.299 0.822 
9.0 0.113 0.315 0.866 



Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY 20 tt 3/s ----

VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 
SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

..,....---+-WF 

INTAKE AT 
=::II: 1 .... --+ MEASURING ---+-- i : ! SECTION 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

T L 6.0 zw 1.0 

T 8.0 ZF 4.0 
L 

H 2.0 s 0.03 

w 4.75 A ~ 4.0 

WF 1.0 c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN ft3/s MULTIPLIER 

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
1.0 0.031 0.086 0.257 0.930 
1.2 0.093 0.284_ 1 .025 
1.4 0.099 0.310 1 111 
1.6 0.106 0.335 1 .191 
1.8 0.111 0.358 1.266 
2.0 0.042 0.116 0.380 1.336 
3.0 0.050 0.139 0.479 
4.0 0.057 0.159 0.563 
5.0 0.063 0.177 0.638 
6.0 0.068 0.195 0.705 
7.0 0.073 0.211 0.767 
8.0 0.078 0.227 0.825 
9.0 0.082 0.242 0.879 
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

64 

T 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY __ ....;5;..,;;0~ ft 3/s 

HORIZONTAL s 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

..,._--+-'WF 

INTAKE AT 
--1-- iii 1 ..... --+IIEASUitiNG 

SECTION 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

L 7.0 zw 1.0 

T 9.0 ZF 4.0 
L 

H 2.375 s 0.03 

w 7.0 A > 5.0 

WF 3.0 c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN ft 3/s MULTIPLIER 

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
1.0 0.031 0.084 0.236 0.682 
1.2 0.091 0.256 0.752 
1.4 0.098 0.274 0.817 
1.6 0.104 0.291 0.879 
1.8 0.110 0.307 0.937 
2.0 0.042 0.115 0.321 0.994 
3.0 0.050 0.138 0.381 1.244 
4.0 0.056 0.157 0.433 l..4~ts 

5.0 0 062 ol71 0.480 1.648 
6.0 0 Ofl7 0 1RR 0 112~ 

7.0 0.072 0.201 0.566 
8.0 0 076 0.214 0.607 
9.0 n nstn n 77" n "~" 



Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY 100 tt 3/s ----

.........__ __ T~----- -~ 

1 
H 

~~~S' ~::=jl 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

T 

L 

Q RANGE 
MULTIPLIER 

1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

...... --+WF 

INTAKE AT 
I ... --+ MEASURING 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

SECTION 

L 8.0 zw 1.0 

T 12.0 ZF 4.0 

H 3.125 s 0.03 

w 10.0 A z:. 6.0 

WF 5.0 c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 

HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN tt3/s 

0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 
0.032 0.084 0.234 0.643 2.066 

0.091 0.254 0.695 
0.098 0.272 0.745 
0.104 0.289 0.792 
0.109 0.304 0.837 

0.042 0.114 0.319 0.881 
0.050 0.137 0.382 1.081 
0.057 0.156 0.434 1.257 
0.062 0.172 0.479 1.416 
0.067 0.186 0 .519 1 .1\fl'i 
0.072 0.200 0.554 1.700 
0.076 0.212 0.586 1.829 
0.081 0.223 0.616 1 .91\0 
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY 500 tt3/s ----
I T 

> -
c> 

\.HORIZONTAL S' 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

...,....---+WF 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

INTAKE AT 
I ... --+ MEASURING 

SECTION 

T L 10.0 zw 1.0 

T 18.0 ZF 4.0 
L 

H 6.0 s 0.03 

w 18.0 A > 6.0 

WF 8.0 c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q, RANGE IN tt 3/s 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.031 0.083 0.228 0.635 1.797 
1.2 0.089 0.247 0.689 1.977 
1.4 0.096 0 265 0.737 2 144 
1.6 0.038 0.101 0.281 0.782 2.303 
1.8 0.107 0.296 0.823 2.451 
2.0 0.042 0.112 0.311 0.862 2.597 
3.0 0.049 0.134 0.372 1.020 3.235 
4.0 0.056 0.152 0.423 1.154 3.782 
5.0 0.061 0.168 0.467 1.277 4.267 
6.0 0.066 0.182 0,507 1 392 
7.0 0.071 0.195 0.543 1.501 
8.0 0.075 0.206 0.576 1.604 
9.0 0.079 0.218 0.607 1.703 
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Design dimensions of Santa Rita flumes for a range of flow 
capacities-Con. 

SANTA RITA FLUME 

DESIGN CAPACITY 

,_----r .... I·::~===~~-T----------_ -_ _, ... MI 

1 
H 

I::~H~otR•z:o:N:~:L::::s:,------------- _jl 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 

SIDE VIEW, THROAT 

.,.._---+-WF 

INTAKE AT 
_,......-+-- € i i 14----+MEASURING 

FLUME DIMENSIONS, 
FEET 

: •- SECTION 

T L 15.0 zw 1.0 

T 25.0 ZF 5.0 
L 

H 8.0 s 0.03 

w 24.0 A > 9.0 -
WF 10.0 c 4.0 

TOP VIEW 

FLUME RATING 
HEAD IN METERS AT MEASURING SECTION 

Q RANGE 
DISCHARGE, Q , RANGE IN ft 3/s 

MULTIPLIER 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100 1000 

1.0 0.029 0 073 0 197 0 ')') 1 'l1Q c; li.RI:\ 

1.2 0.079 0.214 0.597 1 .691 
1.4 0.084 0.229 0.639 1.835 
1.6 0.089 0.243 0.678 1.971 
1.8 0.094 0.256 o. 715 2.102 
2.0 0.038 0.098 0.268 0.749 2.22~ 

3.0 0.044 0.117 0.321 0.893 2.791 
4.0 0.050 0.132 0.366 1.007 3.281 
5.0 0.055 0.146 0.404 1.107 3.722 
6.0 0.059 0.158 0.438 1.201 4.124 
7.0 0.063 0.169 0.469 1.291 4.497 
8.0 0.067 0.179 0.498 1.377 4.846 
9.0 0.070 0.188 0 525 1.460 5 174 
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Appendix D 

Construction drawings for a 1.5-ml/s metal Santa Rita flume. 
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS 50 CFS FLUME 
SHOP ASSEMILED,WELOED STEEL CONSTRUCTION 

SOUTHWEST RANGELAND WATERSHED 
RESEARCH CENTER 

U.S.D.A.- S.E.A.-A.R. 

442 E. 7th ST. TUCSON, AZ 85705 

SCALE : 1/2"= ,. 



Construction drawings for a 1.5-m3/s metal Santa Rita 
flume-Con. 
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Q ~ 
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RESEARCH CENTER 

U. S.D. A.- S.E.A.- A.R. 

442 E. 7th ST. TUCSON, AZ 85705 
SCALE : 1/2": 1' 
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Construction drawings for a 1 . 5-m3 Is metal Santa Rita 
flume-Con. 
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